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Abstract

This paper studies the optimal timing of market entry decisions made by heteroge-
neous entrants and its implications on the selection of firms over the business cycles.
I show that firms’ option to delay entry, missing in existing frameworks, generates an
endogenous countercyclical opportunity cost of entry, that significantly amplifies the
effect of the initial aggregate economic conditions on selecting firms at entry. The
mechanism works through procyclical variation in survival rates: during recessions, a
higher risk of post-entry failure increases entry cost by increasing the value of delay.
Firms wait until the expected survival rates are high enough to compensate for the
lower expected post-entry profits. Using the Business Dynamics Statistics dataset, I
document that consistent with the mechanism cohort of firms that enter the market
during recessions have significantly higher survival rates compared to their expan-
sionary counterparts. The option to delay entry enables existing models to reconcile
the observed dynamics of entrants over the business cycles. Finally, I argue that not
accounting for the option to delay entry may result in misleading predictions about
entrants’ responses to different shocks or policies.
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1 Introduction

Recent empirical findings document that aggregate economic conditions at inception have

a significant and persistent effect on the US entrant establishments’ life-cycle characteris-

tics. Specifically, the number of entrants is procyclical and four times as volatile as aggregate

employment.2 Moreover, cohorts of establishments that start operating during recessions em-

ploy fewer workers at entry and over time, although they are, on average, more productive

than expansionary cohorts.3 A considerable body of theoretical and empirical microeco-

nomics literature show that the option to wait to enter the market could significantly affect

the potential firms investment decisions. However, this channel has not been studied in the

existing firm dynamics literature. In this paper I explore the optimal timing of firms’ market

entry decisions over the business cycles and its aggregate implications.

I show potential entrants’ ability to wait, missing in existing frameworks, significantly am-

plifies the effect of the initial aggregate conditions on selecting firms at entry. With the

intertemporal choice, even a small shock that alters the relative lifetime benefits of entry to-

day versus tomorrow has a substantial effect on firms’ decisions to start a business. Without

this channel, standard models cannot reconcile the observed variation in the entry margin

since the lifetime profits are insensitive to aggregate shocks of reasonable magnitude.4 This

mechanism enables me to develop a model that closely accounts for the US establishments’

life-cycle dynamics on average and over the business cycles. Using the framework, I quantify

the role of the observed variation in the entry margin in shaping aggregate fluctuations. Fi-

nally, I argue that missing the option-to-delay channel may result in misleading predictions

about the response of potential entrants to different shocks or policies.

I build a firm dynamics model with endogenous firm entry and exit and aggregate demand

volatility. Heterogeneous firms operate in monopolistically competitive markets and make

decisions about production and exit. Potential entrants hold heterogeneous signals about

their post-entry initial productivity and make entry decisions. Upon entry, they pay the

fixed entry cost and behave like incumbents. I deviate from the existing framework and

2Author’s calculation using the establishment-level data from the Business Dynamic Statistics (BDS)
dataset over 1977-2015.

3Moreira (2015) and Sedlacek and Sterk (2017) document that cohort-level employment is significantly
and persistently procyclical. Lee and Mukoyama (2015), Moreira (2015), and Ates and Saffie (forthcoming)
find that firms that are born during recessionary periods are, on average, more productive at entry and over
time.

4The existing empirical microeconomics literature also supports the result and finds that the traditional
entry decision rule does not explain much of the variation in the entry rate. For example, see O’Brien, Folta,
and Johnson (2003). See Geroski (1995) for detailed discussion.
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allow entrants to keep their signals over time if they decide to postpone entry after observing

the aggregate demand level. Entering today or entering tomorrow are mutually exclusive

alternatives, leading to a non-negative option value of delay, which varies with the signal

and with the aggregate demand level.

I find that the option to wait leads to an endogenous countercyclical opportunity cost of

starting a business, which increases the elasticity of entry with respect to the aggregate

conditions. The mechanism works through procyclical variation in survival rates: during re-

cessions, in addition to lower profits, potential entrants expect to lose part of their long-run

benefits due to the increased risk of post-entry failure. The higher the expected long-run

value, the higher the expected cost of prematurely exiting the market. With the intertem-

poral choice, the latter value increases the threshold cost of entry, generating a new group

of firms that choose to stay outside the market even if the expected profits are more than

the fixed entry cost.

To provide an empirical evidence of the option-to-delay channel, I study pre-entry and post-

entry decisions made by firms in the US.5 First, I use newly developed Business Formation

Statistics (BFS) dataset to document that the part of the business cycle variation in the

number of start-ups comes from the entrants’ option to delay entry. Second, I use country-

and state-level annual time series about the number of establishments/firms by age from

the Business Dynamics Statistics (BDS) dataset to document that life cycle survival rates

of cohorts of establishments/firms are negatively correlated with the aggregate conditions at

the time of entry. In the model, the latter is a direct implication of the mechanism: firms

wait until the expected survival rates are high enough to compensate the lower expected

post-entry profits. Without the option to wait, the model leads to acyclical survival rates.

I parameterize the model using the establishment-level data over the period 1977-2015 from

the BDS dataset. The calibrated model generates a close match to the US cohorts’ average

size, exit, and survival for up to 30 years of operation, and the share of cohorts’ employment

in aggregate employment for up to 5 years of operation. I parameterize the exogenous

aggregate demand shock process to match the dynamics of the entry rate in the model and

the data. Finally, I show that the calibrated model generates the documented persistent and

significant differences in the life-cycle characteristics of cohorts that entered the market at

different stages of the business cycle.

5A considerable body of existing theoretical and empirical microeconomics literature supports the finding
that the option to wait profoundly affects entry decisions. For example, see Bernanke (1993), McDonald and
Siegel (1986), and Pindyck (1991). See Dixit and Pindyck (1994) for a detailed review.
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The option-to-delay channel is quantitatively important to account for the observed dynam-

ics of entrants over the business cycles. The endogenous countercyclical opportunity cost of

entry increases the variance of the number of entrants for a given aggregate demand shock

process by seven times. The mechanism also leads to a significant variation in the compo-

sition of entrants. Specifically, due to the increased cost of entry, the group of firms that

enter the market during recessions is, on average, more productive; however, the share of the

high-survival, high-growth firms is lower in these cohorts due to the medium-productivity en-

trants who choose to postpone starting a business. The latter channel persistently decreases

the recessionary cohorts’ employment. I show that without the option to delay entry, the

productivity composition of entrants, and the cohort-level employment vary little over the

business cycles.6

Utilizing the good fit of the model, I quantify the role of the observed demographics of

entrants in shaping aggregate fluctuations. I find that a model built to reconcile the life-

cycle dynamics of U.S. establishments generates more than three-fourths of the observed

persistence and variance of the aggregate employment. I show the variation in the number

and the composition of firms at entry, which leads to the persistent procyclical variation in

cohort-level employment, is responsible for shaping the aggregate fluctuations.7

The result seems surprising when compared with a small share of entrant cohorts’ employ-

ment in aggregate employment. To support the finding and validate the model, I study the

Great Recession, which is notorious for the historical drop in entry and the unprecedented

slow recovery. Using the BDS data, I show that cohorts of firms that started operating over

2008-2016 employed persistently fewer workers, which cumulatively accounts for 45% of the

drop and more than 85% of the slow recovery in aggregate employment.8 Next, I repeat

the exercise using the model simulated data.9 I find that the baseline framework closely

replicates the result and explains the drop in cohort-level employment through the variation

6This mechanism speaks for the empirical findings by Pugsley, Sedlaćek, and Sterk (2016), who show that
ex-ante variation in the types of entrants explains most of the differences in cohorts’ post-entry performance;
Haltiwanger et al. (2013), Decker et al. (2014), and Haltiwanger et al. (2016) stress the importance of the
share of the high-growth firms in a cohort for aggregate job creation.

7The implications are consistent with the empirical findings by Sedlaćek, and Sterk (2017), who show
that the selection of firms at the entry stage, rather than the post-entry choices made by the firms, drive
the cohorts’ contribution to aggregate fluctuations.

8Gourio, Messer, and Siemer(2016) and Sedlaćek (2019) use data over 2008-2012 and study how the
persistent drop in the number of entrants contributes to the aggregate dynamics. In my exercise, I concentrate
on changes in cohort-level employment rather than the number of entrants.

9Specifically, I study the response of the baseline economy to a shock process that matches entrants’
dynamics over 2008-2016.
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in the number and composition of firms at entry.

Next, I show that firm dynamics models that employ a traditional entry decision rule are not

able to account for the observed dynamics of entrants without generating excessive aggregate

fluctuations. I consider a version of the baseline model without the option to delay entry,

parameterized to account for the same set of facts. For the calibrated aggregate demand

shock process, the model leads to the variance of the aggregate employment that is 1.7

times larger than the data counterpart. To put the number into perspective, I illustrate

that a shock series that match the dynamics of entrants over 2008-2016 lead to a decline in

aggregate employment that is twice as large as that observed during the Great Recession.

Finally, I argue that potential entrants’ ability to postpone entry also qualitatively alters

existing models’ implications about the response of entrants to different shocks or policies.

With the intertemporal choice, the dynamics of entrants depend on the changes in the relative

benefits of entry today versus tomorrow, whereas in standard frameworks the entry decisions

depend only on the expected post-entry profit today. Indicating that not accounting for the

option to wait may lead to imprecise predictions about the response of potential entrants to

various shocks, depending on their magnitude, timing, and duration. I illustrate the point

by contrasting the response of entrants to a permanent, temporary, and future reduction in

entry cost with and without the option to postpone entry.

Relation to The Literature This paper mainly contributes to three strands of literature.

First, it contributes to the firm dynamics literature that studies the significant and persistent

effect of the aggregate economic conditions on the selection of entrants. Samaniego (2008)

finds that entry and exit are insensitive to productivity shocks of a reasonable magnitude.

Lee and Mukoyama (2018) show that generating the documented significant selection of

entrants in Hopenhayn and Rogerson’s (1993) framework is a puzzle that can be solved

by introducing an entry cost that varies over the cycles in a particular way. Sedlaćek and

Sterk (2019) introduce entry function, which enables the model to account for the elasticity

of entrants with respect to the aggregate shocks. Others rely on exogenous entry-specific

shock processes (e.g., Clementi and Palazzo (2016), Sedlaćek and Sterk (2017)). I show that

these models can be reconciled with the data by allowing potential entrants to postpone

starting a business. The additional selection generated through the option to delay entry also

complements the literature that use “missing generation” mechanism (e.g.,Gourio, Messer

and Siemer (2015), Clementi and Palazzo (2016)) and demand-side factors (Sedlacek and
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Sterk (2017), and Moreira (2015)) to explain the persistent procyclical variation in cohorts’

employment.

Second, the paper contributes to a large body of theoretical literature that studies the role

of endogenous entry and exit in the amplification and propagation of aggregate shocks.

Samaniego (2008) finds that aggregate fluctuations are insensitive to entry and exit, whereas

Lee and Mukoyama (2008), Bilbiie, Ghironi, and Melitz (2012), Clementi, Khan, Palazzo,

and Thomas (2014), and Clementi and Palazzo (2016) find that endogenous dynamics in

the entry and exit significantly shapes the dynamics of the aggregate variables. Recent

empirical literature emphasizes the importance of the life-cycle demographics of entrants in

measuring and understanding the contribution of the entry margin to aggregate fluctuations.

Haltiwanger et al.’s (2013) findings show that young firms exhibit distinct life-cycle dynamics

compared with their mature counterparts, and emphasize the importance of accounting for

not only the entry process but also the subsequent post-entry dynamics (growth, survival, job

creation). In this paper, I propose a model that closely accounts for the US establishments’

life-cycle dynamics on average and over the business cycles. Using the framework, I revisit

and fully quantify the role of the observed variation in the entry margin in shaping aggregate

fluctuations.

Third, the paper links the real options literature to the firm dynamics literature. Specifi-

cally, the paper relates to a considerable amount of theoretical and empirical microeconomic

literature that finds the ability to delay entry could profoundly affect entry decision under

aggregate volatility.10 Pindyck (2009) shows that various risks to post-entry profits could

magnify the cost of entry, and have a profound effect on firm dynamics. I additionally find

endogenous variation in the risk of post-entry failure increases the entry threshold. This

paper also relates to the theoretical macroeconomics literature that studies the role of real

options in shaping aggregate dynamics (e.g., Jovanovich (1993), Veracierto (2002), Bloom

(2009)). I contribute to the literature by extending the analysis on an entry margin. I find

that the option to delay entry significantly amplifies and propagates aggregate shocks by

affecting the number and composition of entrants. In that respect, the paper also relates to

the literature that points out the weak internal propagation mechanism of standard business

cycle models (e.g., Cogley and Nason (1995), King and Rebelo (1999)).

Finally, this paper is also related to the theoretical and empirical literature that studies the

10For example, see Bernanke (1993), McDonald and Siegel (1986), and Pindyck (1991). See Dixit and
Pindyck (1994) for a detailed review.
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causal relationship between the significant and persistent drop in the entry rate and the slow

recovery in aggregate employment observed after the Great Recession (e.g., Gourio, Messer

and Siemer (2016), Sedlaćek and Sterk (2019), Siemer (2016), Clementi and Palazzo (2016),

Khan, Senga, and Thomas (2016)).

2 Empirical Motivation

Figure 1 illustrates the business cycle dynamics of the log number of entrants together with

the cycle component of log real GDP and aggregate employment. The table below describes

the standard deviations of each of these time series and shows that the number of entrants

is three times as volatile as real GDP and four times as volatile as aggregate employment.

Figure 1: Business cycle dynamics of the log number of entrants, log real GDP, and log
Employment (HP filter, smoothing parameter 100)
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Standard deviation
Log real GDP cycle (HP filter) .019
Log employment cycle (HP filter) .015
Log entry cycle (HP filter) .056

In addition to the variation in the number of entrants, recent empirical literature documents

that the aggregate economic conditions at inception significantly affect the selection of firms

at entry. Specifically, Moreira (2015) and Sedlacek and Sterk (2017) document that cohorts

of establishments that start operating during recessions employ fewer workers at entry and

over time. Lee and Mukoyama (2015), Moreira (2015), and Ates and Saffie (2021) find that
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firms that are born during recessionary periods are, on average, more productive over the

life cycle.

The goal of the paper is to understand what accounts for the observed significant selection of

entrants over the business cycles. A considerable body of theoretical and empirical microe-

conomics literature shows that the option to time the investment decision could significantly

affect the potential firms’ entry decisions.11 At the same time, the literature points out that

the conventional measure of entry decision – invest if the net present value of entry is more

than zero – does not explain much of a variation in the entry rate because the variation in

the expected stream of profits over time is minor.12

In the following section, I document that cohorts of new businesses that start operating

during the recessionary periods are characterized with higher survival rates compared to

their expansionary counterparts. Then, I document that part of the business cycle variation

in the number of start-ups comes due to the timing of entry decisions. Later, in the paper,

I use the heterogeneous firm dynamics model with endogenous entry and exit to show that

firms’ option to time their decision is one of the main drivers of the observed significant

selection and variation of entrants over the business cycles.

2.1 Aggregate Conditions at Entry and Cohorts’ Survival Rates

In this section, I document that life cycle survival rates of new businesses are negatively

correlated with the aggregate conditions at the time of entry. I use country- and state-

level annual time series about the number of establishments/firms by age from the Business

Dynamics Statistics (BDS) dataset.13 The dataset covers the period 1978− 2019.

I measure a survival rate of a cohort of age g at year t as

Sg,t =
Ng,t

N0,t−g

,

where Ng,t measures the number of establishments (firms) in a cohort of establishments

(firms) of age g at year t; N0,t−g measures the number of establishments (firms) in the same

11For example, see Bernanke (1993), McDonald and Siegel (1986), and Pindyck (1991). See Dixit and
Pindyck (1994) for a detailed review.

12For example, see O’Brien, Folta, and Johnson (2003). See Geroski (1995) for a detailed discussion.
13The BDS dataset covers the universe of employer businesses in the US and provides annual measures of

business dynamics for the economy aggregated by the establishment and firm characteristics. An establish-
ment is defined as a fixed physical location where economic activity is conducted. A firm may consist of one
establishment or many establishments and often span multiple physical locations.
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Figure 2: Cohorts’ survival rates against the aggregate economic conditions at the time of
entry (the US–level data)
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Note: Each panel plots a binned scatterplots of the survival rates up to age 5 against the aggregate conditions
at the time of entry measured by the cycle component of HP-filtered log real GDP. The time series are at
country-level. Bin scatter controls for year- and age-fixed effects.

cohort at the time of entry (age 0).14 In this analysis, I consider cohorts’ survival rates for

up to age 5 after they enter the market.15 To investigate how the cohorts’ survival rates over

the life cycle are correlated with the aggregate conditions at the time of entry t − g, I use

the cycle component of the annual real GDP.16 To find the cyclical component of the annual

log real GDP I apply the HP filter with a smoothing parameter of 100 .

Figure 2 provides binned scatter plots of pooled life cycle survival rates of cohorts at the

country-level against the business cycle indicators at the time of entry. The binned scatter

plots control for age-specific and year-specific fixed effects. The latter controls for the se-

quence of aggregate shocks cohorts face after entry. Panel (a) of Figure 2 shows that the

business cycle conditions at entry is negatively associated with cohorts’ of establishments

average survival rates over the life cycle. Panel (b) of Figure 2 shows that the negative

relationship is robust if we consider cohorts of firms rather than establishments.

Next, I use the state-level variation in the life cycle dynamics of new businesses to further

14Employer businesses are identified as start-ups (age 0) based on their first payroll information in the
Longitudinal Business Database.

15The publicly available part of the BDS dataset only provides information about cohorts from age 0 to
age 5. Information about cohorts above age 5 is binned into 5-year age groups.

16I annualize the quarterly real GDP data so that its consistent with BDS timing. Specifically, in the BDS
dataset, establishment-level and firm-level activity at year t covers the establishment activity from March
of year t − 1 to the March of year t . Thus, I construct the annual time series of the aggregate variables as
March-to-March averages, to be consistent with the BDS dataset timing. The source and the construction
of the annual real GDP data are described in Appendix E.2. For more information see the website.
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Table 1: The survival rates and aggregate economic conditions at the time of entry.

Panel A. Establishment Panel B. Firm
YHP YHP,I NBER YHP YHP,I NBER
(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

β -0.28*** -0.013*** 0.015*** -0.33*** -0.014*** 0.010***
(0.03) (0.001) (0.001) (0.03) (0.001) (0.001)

State FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Age FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Year FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Observations 9,945 9,945 9,945 9,945 9,945 1,989
R2 0.603 0.959 0.959 0.955 0.956 0.596

Note: Robust standard errors clustered at the state-level are in parentheses. The dependent variable
represents pooled survival rates up to five years of operations of cohorts of new businesses. Panel A uses
cohorts of establishments and Panel B uses cohorts of firms as a unit of analysis. Columns (1)-(3) use different
indicators for characterizing the business cycle conditions at entry. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.

investigate the relationship. I estimate the following regression:

Sg,s,t = α + βZt−g + ηa + θt + γs + εg,s,t, (1)

where Sg,s,t is a survival rate of a cohort at age g, in state s, at time t; Zt−g represents

the economic conditions at the time when the cohort first entered the market.17 ηa, θt, γs

represent age-, year-, and state-fixed effects, respectively. The year-fixed effects controls

for the sequence of aggregate shocks cohorts face after entry. That said, β measures a

percentage point change in the cohorts’ average survival rates due to the variation in the

business cycle conditions at entry. The coefficient should capture the effect of the initial

economic conditions on the cohorts’ average survival rates after controlling for the age, year

and state fixed effects.

Panel A of Table 12 reports the results of the regression equation (9) when the unit of

analysis is a cohort of establishments. Column (1) indicates that cohorts born during good

economic conditions are characterized by lower survival rates over the life cycle. Specifically,

a 1-percentage point increase in real GDP above the trend decreases cohorts’ average survival

rates by 0.028 percentage point. For robustness, I additionally consider the following business

cycle indicators. Column (2) uses a business cycle indicator that refers to a year as a recession

if the cyclical component of the log real GDP is below trend (YHP ,I ). Column (3) uses the

NBER-based recession indicator for the US from the period following the peak through

17The specification is also similar to the age-period-cohort model where cohort effects are a proxy for
economic conditions at birth. See Moreira (2005) for more details.
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Table 2: The survival rates by age and aggregate economic conditions at the time of entry.

Panel A. Establishment Panel B. Firm
Z = YHP YHP,I NBER YHP YHP,I NBER

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)
1{age=1} × Z -0.20*** -0.007*** 0.024*** -0.35*** -0.010*** 0.023***

(0.04) (0.001) (0.001) (0.04) (0.001) (0.001)
1{age=2} × Z -0.25*** -0.011*** 0.016*** -0.33*** -0.013*** 0.013***

(0.04) (0.001) (0.001) (0.04) (0.001) (0.001)
1{age=3} × Z -0.31*** -0.016*** 0.013*** -0.33*** -0.015*** 0.008***

(0.03) (0.001) (0.001) (0.03) (0.001) (0.001)
1{age=4} × Z -0.33*** -0.017*** 0.010*** -0.34*** -0.016*** 0.002***

(0.03) (0.001) (0.001) (0.03) (0.001) (0.001)
1{age=5} × Z -0.33*** -0.016*** 0.008*** -0.32*** -0.015*** 0.002**

(0.02) (0.001) (0.001) (0.03) (0.001) (0.001)

Age FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Year FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
State FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Observations 9,945 9,945 9,945 9,945 9,945 9,945
R2 0.959 0.956 0.959 0.955 0.956 0.955

Note: Robust standard errors clustered at the state-level are in parentheses. The dependent variable
represents pooled survival rates up to five years of operations of cohorts of new businesses. Panel A uses
cohorts of establishments and Panel B uses cohorts of firms as a unit of analysis. Columns (1)-(3) use different
indicators for characterizing the business cycle conditions at entry. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.

the trough (NBER).18 The indicator equals one if the year is indicated as recession, 0

otherwise. Columns (2) and (3) show that cohorts born during recessions, on average, have

higher survival rates compared to their expansionary counterparts. Panel B of Table 12 shows

that the results hold if I use cohort of firms as a unit of analysis rather than establishments.

To additionally investigate whether the effect of the initial aggregate conditions disappears

over the cohorts’ life cycle, I consider the regression specification where I interact business

cycle conditions at entry with the cohort age:

Sg,s,t = α +
5∑

g=1

βgDgZt−g + ηg + θt + γs + εg,s,t, (2)

where Dg is an indicator variables that take the value of one if the business establish-

ments/firms are g years of age. The coefficient βg measures the change in the survival rates

of a cohort at age g with the variation in the business cycle conditions at entry.

18The latter indicator specifies peak and the trough dates on a monthly frequency. Using the monthly data,
I define a year t as a recession if at least four months from April in year t− 1 to April t are indicated as re-
cessionary periods. Based on the definition, the recessionary years are 1981, 1982, 1983, 1991, 2002, and 2009.
All other years are defined as expansionary.
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Panel A of Table 13 reports the regression results. 1{age=g} × Z describes the interaction

of the business cycle indicators with the cohort of age g. Column (1) of Panel A shows

that the aggregate conditions at entry have a statistically significant and persistent effect on

the cohorts of establishments post-entry survival rates: cohorts of establishments that start

operating during recessions are characterized with higher survival rates for up to age five.

The results are robust to alternative business cycle indicators. The results also hold if we

use firms as the unit of analysis rather than establishments.

To interpret the results, note that the aggregate economic conditions have two counteracting

effects on new cohorts’ survival rates. On the one hand, bad aggregate conditions directly

decreases cohorts’ survival rates by increasing firms’ post-entry failure rates. On the other

hand, bad aggregate conditions could increase cohorts’ survival rates by selecting better

firms at entry. The finding that cohorts’ average survival rates are countercyclical supports

the hypothesis that the initial aggregate conditions have a significant effect on the selection

of firms at entry.

In Appendix A.1 I apply same analysis to study how the average size of cohorts varies with

the business cycle conditions at inception. I find no statistically robust relationship between

average size and aggregate conditions at entry for the cohorts of establishments. However, I

find a statistically negative relationship between aggregate conditions at entry and cohorts

of firms’ average size dynamics over time. That is, cohorts of firms that start operating

during recessions have larger average sizes at entry and over time than their expansionary

counterparts. Although, the effect dissipates over time when the cohorts age.

2.2 The Evidence of Delays in Entry Decision

Next, I document that part of the business cycle variation in the number of start-ups comes

from the entrants’ option to delay entry. Identifying the latter requires information about the

dynamics and decisions made by aspiring start-ups before they enter the market. The newly

developed Business Formation Statistics (BFS) dataset provides a subset of the information.

The BFS dataset is based on applications for Employer Identification Numbers (EINs) sub-

mitted in the US, known as IRS Form SS-4 filings.19 Information provided in the EIN

application is used to identify a subset of applications associated with the start of new busi-

19EIN is a unique number assigned to most of the business entities. An EIN is required when the business
is providing tax information to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Note that EIN applications describe
start-up and not establishment-level activities, since opening a new establishment does not require new EIN.
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nesses, referred to as business applications (BA).20 The BA are matched to the set of firms

in the BDS dataset identified as new employer businesses based on payroll information. The

match process is straightforward because both of the datasets contain information about

EINs.

The publicly available part of the BFS dataset provides country- and state-level time series

about the number of employer start-ups that form businesses within the first eight quarters

from the date of the EIN application (F8Q). This group of businesses covers more than 80%

of the total number of entrants each year in the US.21 In the analysis, I consider the time

series of the number of applications that form businesses within the first four (F4Q) and

second four (S4Q) quarters from the date of the application. To identify the business cycle

dynamics of start-ups due to the option to delay entry, I construct a times series about the

share of the applications that form businesses with one year delay, S4Q/F8Q. I refer to

this variable as the share of late start-ups.22 I use the latter time series to test the following

hypothesis. Suppose the aggregate state has a significant effect on the number of start-ups

through the option to delay entry. Then, the share of the applications that form businesses

with one year delay should increase with deteriorating economic conditions at the time of

the application.

Table 3 reports the summary statistics of the share of late start-ups at the state and country

level. The table also includes variables that describe average duration (in quarters) from

a business application to formation conditional on business formation within the first four

quarters (DurF4Q), eight quarters (DurF8Q), and the second four quarters (DurS4Q).

These time series are quarterly and span the period 2004Q3-2015Q4. Panel A of Table 3

summarizes the state-level variation in these variables. Out of the total applications that

form businesses in the first eight quarters, 13% starts businesses with a one-year delay. The

20The EIN application includes information about reasons for applying, type of entity, business start date,
the expected maximum number of employees, the first wage pay date, the principal activity of a business,
and so on.

21For more details see Appendix A.2, Figure 20.
22Information about the raw number of EIN applications can not be used to identify delays in business

formation. On the one hand, potential entrants who delay entry might not apply for the EIN applications.
Thus, they are not included in the BFS dataset. On the other hand, some parts of the EIN applications might
not be for employer business start-ups. In fact, the data about the raw applications is quite noisy about the
business formation. For example, out of the total number of business applications, we see that only 14%
become employer businesses within two years from the date of the application. In particular, 12% become
employer businesses in the first four quarters, and an additional 2% become employer businesses after a
year. Even after considering the subset of the applications with higher rates of employer business births
(Business Applications with Planned Wages, Business Applications from Corporations, High-propensity
Business applications), the transition rate does not exceed 36%. Bayard et al. (2018) argue that the
significant share of the business applications ends up becoming non-employer businesses.
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Table 3: Summary statistics

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Panel A. State-level

Share of late start-ups 2,142 0.13 0.03 0.02 0.26
DurF4Q 2,142 1.02 0.16 0.55 1.99
DurS4Q 2,142 5.43 0.20 4.83 6.21
DurF8Q 2,142 1.58 0.27 0.81 2.62

Panel B. Country-level

Share of late start-ups 42 0.14 0.02 0.11 0.18
DurF8Q 42 1.66 0.17 1.37 1.96
DurS4Q 42 5.46 0.26 4.95 5.75
DurF4Q 42 1.06 0.09 0.88 1.21

share of late start-ups varies from 2% to 26% across time and states, with the overall standard

deviation around 3 percentage point. Business formation among F4Q happens within the

first two quarters. Similarly, business formation among the applications that become start-

ups within the second four quarters happens within the fifth and sixth quarters from the

quarter of the application - implying that the variation in the share of late start-ups goes

beyond the variation in the average duration of business formation. Panel B of Table 3 reports

the same statistics for the aggregate data. Appendix A.2 provides a detailed description of

the dataset.23

To assess economic conditions at the time of the application, I use the following business

cycle indicators: (1) The cycle component of the quarterly log real GDP. To find the cyclical

component of the yearly log real GDP I apply the HP filter with a smoothing parameter

of 1600 . (2) The log annual real GDP growth between t and t + 1. I measure the latter

as a change in the rolling sum of consecutive four quarters starting from the quarter of the

application.24 The positive value of this variable indicates that the outlook for the aggregate

economic conditions tomorrow is better than today. I construct both of the indicators at the

state- and country-level;

Figure 3 plots binned scatter plots of the share of late start-ups against the business cycle

indicators. Panels (a) and (b) illustrate correlations at the country level, while Panels (c)

and (d) display the relationship at the state level. The figures show that the share of late

start-ups increases if the aggregate conditions at the time of the applications are below

trend, measured by the HP-filtered real GDP. And, the share of late start-ups increases if

23In Appendix A, I also discuss in detail the information provided in the BFS dataset and its relevance
for the mechanism developed in the paper.

24For example, if the applications date is 2010Q3, I calculate the annual GDP as Y2010Q3 + Y2010Q4 +
Y2011Q1+Y2011Q2 and then calculate the difference as log(Y2011Q3+Y2011Q4+Y2012Q1+Y2012Q2)−log(Y2010Q3+
Y2010Q4 + Y2011Q1 + Y2011Q2).
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Figure 3: The share of late start-ups against the aggregate economic conditions at the date
of the application
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(a) Country-level
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(b) Country-level
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(c) State-level
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(d) State-level

Note: Each panel plots a binned scatterplot of the share of late start-ups against the aggregate conditions
at the time of the application. Panels (a) and (b) display correlations at the US level. Panels (c) and (d)
illustrate correlations at the state level. In the latter, I control the state-level fixed effects. Panels (b) and
(d) also contain linear and quadratic time trends to only account for the business cycle variation in the share
of late start-ups.

the outlook for tomorrow is better, measured by the change in real GDP. These relationships

hold at the country as well as state level. Based on this analysis, we can conclude that the

share of the applications that form businesses with one year delay is negatively correlated

with the economic conditions at the time of the application.

Next, I use the state-level variation in the share of late start-ups to further investigate the

mechanism behind the relationship. I estimate the following regression

ys,t = α0 + βZs,t + α1DurF4Q+ α2DurS4Q+ α3F8Q+ α4WBA+ γs + ηq + εs,t,

where ys,t describes the share of late start-ups in state s at time t. Zs,t describes business

cycle conditions in state s at time t. Additionally, I include variables that could lead to the

variation in the share of late start-ups that are not due to the waiting for better aggregate
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Table 4: The option to delay entry and business cycles

Panel A. State-level Panel B. Country-level
share of late start-ups share of late start-ups

Z = YHP s,t ∆Ys,t YHP t ∆Yt YHP t ∆Yt

(1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2)

β -0.063*** 0.068*** -0.161*** 0.154*** -0.310*** 0.165***
(0.015) (0.017) (0.027) (0.036) (0.115) (0.037)

DurF4Q 0.036*** 0.042*** 0.033*** 0.027*** 0.080*** 0.071**
(0.006) (0.005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.023) (0.027)

DurS4Q -0.062*** -0.020 -0.062*** -0.010 -0.218** -0.086
(0.008) (0.016) (0.007) (0.016) (0.103) (0.125)

F8Q 0.022*** -0.016*** 0.025*** -0.001 0.020 -0.013
(0.006) (0.003) (0.007) (0.0007) (0.030) (0.009)

WBA -0.031*** -0.011*** -0.025*** -0.014*** -0.010 -0.021***
(0.004) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004) (0.010) (0.007)

State FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Quarter FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Observations 2,040 2,040 2 040 2,040 39 35
R-squared 0.148 0.699 0.139 0.720 0.704 0.757

Notes. Robust standard errors are in parenthesis. In Panel A the robust standard errors are clustered at
state-level. The table reports results from a linear regression with a dependent variable the share of late
start-ups. *** significance at 0.01 level, ** significance at 0.05 level, * significance at 0.10 level.

conditions. For example, obtaining credit to finance start-up activity might take more time

during recessions, which could automatically increase the share of late start-ups. To account

for the latter effect, I control the variation in the average duration from a business application

to formation within the first (DurF4Q) and second (DurS4Q) four quarters. To control

for the variation in the total number of business formation and applications, I include the

total number of applications that become employer businesses within the first eight quarters

(F8Q). I also include the total number of wage-based business applications (WBA) to control

potential variation in the composition of applications. The latter is a subset of business

applications that indicate the intention of paying wages. Finally, γs and ηq control for

the state- and quarter-fixed effects, respectively. That said, the coefficient β measures a

percentage point change in the share of late start-ups due to the variation in the business cycle

conditions at the time of the application, that are not due to changes in the average duration

of the application or/and the variation in the total number of business applications.25

Table 4 reports the results of the regression equation (3). Panel A considers state-level

25In the appendix, I also consider a regression specification that includes interactions of the control variables
with the business cycle indicators. The results of the coefficients are highly robust to the latter specification.
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variation in the share of late start-ups. Column (1) uses the state-level HP-filtered log

real GDP as a business cycle indicator. I apply HP-filter to all other variables in this

specification, too. The result shows that improving aggregate conditions at the date of the

application decreases the share of late start-ups. Specifically, a 1 percentage point increase

in the real GDP above the trend decreases the share of late start-ups by 0.0063 percentage

points. Column (2) considers the state-level change in the log real GDP as a business

cycle indicator. I apply the linear trend to all other variables. The estimate implies that

the improving aggregate economic conditions tomorrow relative to today has a statistically

significant and positive effect on the share of late start-ups. Overall, Columns (1) and (2)

support the original hypothesis that part of the business cycle variation in the start-ups is

due to entrants’ option to delay entry.

Finally, to check the robustness of these estimates, I consider the following exercises. Columns

(3) and (4) of Panel A consider the same regression specification as before except uses busi-

ness cycle conditions at the country-level rather than state-level. Panel B of Table 4 runs

the same regression using country-level time series of the share of late start-ups. Again, we

see that deteriorating aggregate conditions have a statistically significant and positive effect

on the share of late start-ups. To conclude, the results show that some part of the variation

in the new business formation as a response to the changes in the aggregate conditions at

entry could be due to the entrants’ option to delay entry.

3 The Model

The model builds on Moreira (2015), and features endogenous firm entry and exit in the style

of Hopenhayn (1992). The exogenous aggregate demand shock that affects firms’ profitability

and selection of entrants is the only source of business cycles. Time is discrete. Agents face an

infinite horizon. The economy consists of incumbent firms and potential entrants. Incumbent

firms produce differentiated products and are heterogeneous over idiosyncratic productivity

and customer capital. They make decisions about production and exit. Potential entrants

hold heterogeneous signals about their initial post-entry productivity. I deviate from the

original framework and allow potential entrants to keep the signals over time until they

enter the market. The modification gives potential entrants the option to delay entry in the

future after observing the aggregate state. A detailed description of the framework is given

below.
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3.1 Firms

Technology At the beginning of each period, a positive measure of heterogeneous firms

produce differentiated products on a monopolistically competitive market using the following

production function:

yi = sini.

The production function is linear in labor ni. Labor supply is infinitely elastic. Wage is

exogenous and constant. si is a time-varying idiosyncratic productivity specific to a firm i

and evolves according to a persistent AR(1) process:

log(s′i) = ρslog(si) + σsεi,

where εi ∼ i.i.d. N(0, 1). Idiosyncratic productivity is distributed independently across firms.

Every period, firms that are operating in the market incur fixed cost cf > 0, drawn from a

time-invariant log normal distribution cf ∼ G(cf ) with mean µf and standard deviation σf .

The fixed cost is distributed independently across firms.

Demand In each period, demand for firm i’s differentiated good is determined according

to the following demand function

yi = p−ρ
i bηiαz,

where pi is the price set by firm i, and ρ > 1 is the price elasticity of demand. η ∈ (0, 1)

measures the elasticity of demand with respect to customer capital bi, which evolves according

to:

b′i =

(1− δ)bi + (1− δ)piyi incumbent firm i

b0 entrant firm,

where b0 is the initial level of customer capital, common across all entrants. δ ∈ (0, 1) is the

depreciation rate of customer capital. The process of customer capital that is tied to past

sales hinders firms’ ability to freely adjust their demand over time, which creates persistence

in the dynamics of production and employment.26 z represents a common aggregate demand

26Foster et al.’s (2016) findings motivate incorporating the persistent customer-capital-accumulation pro-
cess in the model. Specifically, they find the differences between young and mature firms are due to individual
demand dynamics rather than differences in productivity. Sedlacek and Sterk (2017), and Moreira (2015)
explain the persistent procyclical variation in cohorts’ employment using the demand-side factors. This
framework enables me to quantify the role of the demand-side factors versus the option value of delay in
explaining the post-entry cohorts’ performance.
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Figure 4: Incumbent firm’s timing
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shock that evolves as a persistent AR(1) process,

log(z′) = ρzlog(z) + σzϵ,

where ϵ ∼ i.i.d.N(0, 1). α > 0 is a scale factor.

Incumbent Firm’s Timing At the beginning of each period, an incumbent firm i, with

predetermined customer capital bi, observes aggregate demand shock z, and idiosyncratic

productivity si. Using the information, the incumbent firm makes decisions about the opti-

mal production level, price, and the next period’s customer capital. At the end of the period,

the incumbent firm draws fixed cost cf and makes the continuation decision. Even if the

firm decides to stay in the market, it may be hit by a random exit shock with probability

γ ∈ (0, 1). The outside value is normalized to zero.27 Firms discount future profits at the

time-invariant factor β.

The incumbent firm solves the following functional equation:

V I(b, s, z) = max
y,p,b′

(
p− w

s

)
y +

∫
max

{
0,−cf + β(1− γ)E[V I(b′, s′, z′)|s, z]

}
dG(cf ),

s.t. b′ = (1− δ)(b+ py),

y = αp−ρbηz.

The summary of the incumbent firm’s timing is illustrated in Figure 4.

27Assume that if the incumbent firm decides to exit from the market, the probability that the firm receives
an initial productivity signal and becomes a potential entrant again is zero.
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Figure 5: Potential entrant’s timing
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3.1.1 Potential Entrants

At the beginning of every period, there is a constant mass of potential entrantsM . Potential

entrants are endowed with heterogeneous signals q about their first-period idiosyncratic

productivity. For a given signal, the idiosyncratic shock in the first period of operation is

normally distributed and follows the process log(s) = ρs log(q) + σs ϵ, where ϵ ∼ N(0, 1).28

The aggregate distribution of potential entrants over signals is time invariant and is given

by the Pareto distribution W (q) with location parameter q and Pareto exponent ξ > 0.29

The potential entrant’s timing is described below and is summarized in Figure 35.

28The ex-ante heterogeneity of potential entrants is crucial to study the role of the option value of delay.
In particular, if one decides to delay entry, other entrants want to defer entry if potential entrants are ex-ante
homogeneous. For the interior solution of the entry rate, the option value of delay has to equal to zero. For
example, see paper Bilbiie, Ghironi, and Melitz (2012). The distribution of the potential entrants across the
signal does not vary with the business cycles; thus, the feature does not contribute to the cyclical variation
of entrants.

29Underling the restriction is an assumption that the number of business ideas that can be implemented
in the market in each period is limited. This assumption is used throughout the literature (e.g, see Sedlacek
and Sterk (2017), Sterk (2019), Lee and Mukoyama (2018)). Fajgelbaum, Schaal, and Taschereau-Dumouche
(2017) assume a constant mass of entrants in a model where firms make decisions between entry and wait.
In Appendix B.1, I extend the entry phase that justifies the constant mass of potential in this framework.
In Appendix B.2 , I show that the main results of the paper are robust if I extend the model and allow
the accumulation of potential entrants over time. In fact, I find that allowing the accumulation of potential
entrants amplifies the differences between the characteristics of entrants over the business cycle.
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Potential Entrants’ Timing At the beginning of every period, each potential entrant

with a signal q observes an aggregate state of the economy z and makes an entry decision.

A firm can either enter the market today or wait until tomorrow. Entry into the market is

subject to a fixed entry cost ce. Entrant solves the following Bellman equation

V e(q, z) = max { V w(q, z), −ce + V gross (q, z)} , (3)

where V gross is the value of entering after paying the entry cost ce and V
w(q, z) is the value

of waiting.

If a firm decides to enter the market today, the firm observes actual idiosyncratic productivity

(s), receives the initial customer capital stock (b0), and behaves like an incumbent with state

variables (b0, s, z). Therefore, the value of entry today is

V gross (q, z) =

∫
s

V I(b0, s, z)dHe(s|q).

If the firm waits, it starts the next period with the same signal q, but observes a new

aggregate demand level z′. Therefore, the value of waiting is

V w(q, z) = β

∫
z′

V e(q, z′)dFz(z
′|z).

3.2 Recursive Competitive Equilibrium

Denote the distribution of incumbent firms across productivity and customer capital by

Ω(s, b). Then, at the beginning of every period, the vector of the aggregate state variables

is given by Γ = { z, Ω(b, s), W (q)}. For a given Γ0, a recursive equilibrium consists of the

following: (i) value functions V I(b, s, z), V e(q, z); (ii) policy functions y(b, s, z), p(b, s, z),

n(b, s, z), and b′(b, s, z); and (iii) distribution of operating firms {Ωt}∞t=1, such that

1. V I(b, s, z), y(b, s, z), p(b, s, z), n(b, s, z) and b′(b, s, z) solves incumbent’s problem; and

2. V e(q, z) solves the entrant’s problem.
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4 Entry Timing and the Value of Waiting

The goal of the section is twofold. First, I study the optimal timing of market entry decisions

made by heterogeneous potential entrants. Second, I investigate the implications of the

option to wait on the selection of firms at entry over the business cycles. Toward the goal,

consider the following modification of equation (3)

V e(q, z) = max { dV w(q, z), −ce + V gross (z, q) } , (4)

where d describes a dummy variable that takes value one if potential entrants have the op-

tion to delay entry. If d = 0, the option value equals 0, which happens when the initial

productivity signals are ‘use it or lose it’ type – an entrant loses the signal if he postpones

market entry decision until tomorrow. In this case, the model reduces to a standard frame-

work where firms enter the market if the expected value of entry net of the fixed entry cost

is more than 0.

If d = 1, entrants problem coincides with the baseline model. The decision to become an

incumbent today is an irreversible choice as the potential entrant gives up the option to

exercise the signal in the future. Hence, with d = 1, the option value of delay creates an

opportunity cost that must be added to the direct fixed cost of entry while making an entry

decision. Result 4.2 uses the numerical methods to summarize the properties of the option

value of delay, V w(z, q).

Result 4.1. (i) V w(q, z) is non-negative for all q and z; (ii) For a given aggregate demand

level z, V w(q, z) is a weakly increasing function of the signal q; and (iii) For a given signal

q, V w(q, z) weakly increases with the aggregate demand level z.

Result 4.2 indicates that the option to wait weakly increases the total cost of entry for all

potential entrants and more so for firms with higher productivity signals. Solving the entry

timing problem for a potential firm with signal q consists of finding a threshold aggregate

demand level zd(q) for which the firm enters the market if z ≥ zd(q), where superscript

d indicates whether the entrant has the option to delay the entry decision. Result 4.2

formally characterizes the optimal entry rule and the threshold aggregate demand level

across heterogeneous potential entrants using the numerical solutions.

Result 4.2. Suppose for a signal level q, exists an aggregate demand level zd(q) such that

V gross
(
zd(q), q

)
− ce = dV w(zd(q), q);
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Figure 6: Entry decision and the value of waiting
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Then, a potential entrant with signal q decides to enter the market for all z > zd(q), otherwise

chooses to stay outside the market.

Figure 6(a) compares the threshold aggregate demand levels zd(q) with and without the op-

tion to delay entry across signals. The red-circled line shows the threshold aggregate demand

level for the baseline model, while the solid-blue line displays the same statistics for d = 0

case. The blue-dash line indicates scenarios for which zd=0(q) < zmin, where zmin represents

the minimum grid point for the aggregate demand level identified by the numerical solution.

The figure shows that the high- and low-productivity entrants decision to enter the market

does not change with the option to delay entry, whereas firms with medium-range produc-

tivity signals find it profitable to wait for higher aggregate demand levels. Interestingly, the

option to wait significantly increases the threshold aggregate demand level even for the po-

tential firms whose net present value of entry is more than zero for all reasonable aggregate

demand levels (the range of signals are illustrated by the blue-dashed line in Figure 6a).

To evaluate the quantitative significance of the option to wait on potential entrants’ entry

decisions, I evaluate the cost that a firm incurs by entering the market at suboptimal times.

The net value of waiting equals the difference between the net present value of entering the

market today and the net present value of making the decision tomorrow. That is,

Net value of waiting(q, z) = V w(q, z)− [V gross(q, z)− ce] .

Note that when the aggregate demand level at entry is zd=0(q), the net present value of

becoming an incumbent today equals zero for a potential entrant with signal q, and the net

value of waiting equals to the option value of delay V w(q, zd=0(q)). Figure 6(b) illustrates the

net value of waiting for each signal level relative to the gross value of entry as a comparison
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base. The figure illustrates that the net value of waiting – the cost that entrant incurs by

entering at a suboptimal time can be as high as 10 percent of the gross value of entry for

entrants with medium productivity signals. Conversely, the option to wait has no value

for entrants with low productivity signals and has a negative value for firms with high-

productivity signals.

To investigate the rationale behind a firm’s choice to delay entry consider Equation (5), which

decomposes the gross value of entry into the expected first-period profit and the expected

continuation value. The latter value depends on the probability that a potential entrant

stays in the market after the first period, given by the following expression (1 − γ)G(c∗f ).

Figure 7(a) illustrates the expected survival rate for the expansionary (black-dotted line)

and recessionary (black-dashed line) periods. One can see that the expected survival rate is

procyclical - the lower the aggregate demand level, the higher the expected risk of post-entry

failure. During the recessions, firms’ lose part of their long-run benefits due to the higher

probability of exit. With the option to delay entry potential entrants sensitivity toward the

post-entry failure risk significantly increases.

V gross(bo, q, z) =

=

∫
s

Π(bo, s, z) +

∫
cf

max
{
0,−cf + β(1− γ)E[V I(b′, s′, z′)|s, z]

}
dG(cf )

 dHe(s|q)

=

∫
s

Π(bo, s, z) dHe(s|q)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Expected first period profit

+ (5)

+

∫
s

β (1− γ)G
(
c ∗
f

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Survival rate

E(V I(b′, s′, z′)|s, z)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Long-run value

− 1

(1− γ)β
E(cf | cf ≤ c ∗

f )

 dHe(s|q)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Expected continuation value

,

where c ∗
f = β(1− γ)E(V I(b′, s′, z′)|s, z).

There is a cost to delay - the forgone period profits but the cost must be weighed against

the benefits of increasing the continuation value of the entry. To illustrate the trade-off,

consider Figure 7(a) that displays the differences between firms expected survival rates across

the threshold aggregate demand levels. The blue-solid line displays the optimal expected

survival of firms at entry without the option to wait, whereas the red-circle line displays
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Figure 7: The risk of post-entry failure and the option to wait
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the expected survival rate if the entrants are able to time their entry decisions. The figure

illustrates that by postponing entry, these group of firms are able to increase the expected

survival rates. Figure 6(b) illustrates the ratio of the expected first period profit to the long

run value. Entrants with low-productivity signals have, on average, a higher risk of post-

entry failure, and the first period profits represent a significant share of their entry value.

They enter the market when their first-period profit is positive that happens during the

highest aggregate demand levels and during the time the waiting has no additional value.

Note that the expected survival rate and, hence, the continuation value increase with the

signal level. At the same time, the procyclical variation in the survival rates decreases with

the signal level. As a result, a trade-off between the first-period profit and long-run value

leads to a positive value of waiting for some but not all potential entrants. Those who delay

entry stay outside the market until the expected survival rate is high enough to compensate

for lower demand levels in the first several years of operation.

4.1 Aggregate Selection of Entrants

Next, I investigate the implications of the option to wait on the selection of entrants across

the aggregate conditions. All potential firms get the same level of customer capital b0 and

observe the same aggregate demand level z at entry. Therefore, we can characterize the

selection of firms for each aggregate demand level based only on a signal level q.

I use the numerical solution to graphically illustrate the result. Figure 8(a) displays the

gross value of entry, the fixed entry cost, and the option value of delay across the signal for

an aggregate demand level z. If d = 0, firms enter the market if the gross value of entry is

greater than the fixed entry cost; these firms are the ones that hold signals q ≥ q̂d=0(z). The
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Figure 8: Selection of entrants across different aggregate conditions at entry
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rest stay outside the market. I refer to q ≥ q̂d=0(z) as a threshold signal for an aggregate

demand level z when d = 0. A signal with similar characteristics exist in the case d = 1.

In particular, q ≥ q̂d=1(z) characterizes a group of firms that enter the market because their

expected post-entry profits are greater than the total opportunity cost of entry. Again,

the rest stay outside the market. Comparing these two cases helps us isolate the selection

through the option to delay entry. In particular, for an aggregate demand level z, the option

generates an additional group of firms with q ∈ [q̂d=0(z), q̂d=1(z)] that, despite the positive

net expected benefits of entry, decide to stay outside the market. Figure 8(b) shows that

during the “highest” aggregate demand periods, the group of potential entrants that decide

to enter the market is same with or without the option to delay entry: during the peak,

nobody finds it optimal to delay entry.

The following result formally summarize the numerical solution findings for the baseline and

d = 0 cases:

Result 4.3. Suppose for an aggregate demand level z, exists a signal q̂d(z) such that

V gross (z, q̂d(z))− ce = dV w(z, q̂d(z));

Then, all potential entrants with q ≥ q̂d(z) decide to enter the market, whereas the rest stays

outside the market.

Result 4.4. The threshold signal q̂d(z) is countercyclical.

Figure 9(a) shows the threshold signal q̂d(z) is countercyclical: the group of firms that enter

the market during recessions hold a relatively higher range of signals than the group of

firms that enter during expansions. The mechanism leads to an endogenous variation in the

number and the productivity composition of entrants over the cycles. Specifically, during
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Figure 9: Selection of entrants across different aggregate conditions at entry
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recessions, an increased threshold signal leads to a fewer but higher-productivity entrants

compared with expansionary cohorts. That said, reconciling the documented variation in

the number and composition of entrants requires high elasticity of the threshold signal with

respect to aggregate demand level.

Note that without the option to delay entry, the threshold signal hardly varies with the

aggregate demand level. In this case, the entry decision follows a traditional, neoclassical

investment-decision rule: a firm starts a business if the net life-time benefits of entry are

non-negative. The latter value is relatively insensitive to aggregate shocks of reasonable

magnitudes. As a result, models that rely on conventional entry decisions could explain only

a modest part of the observed variation in the entry margin.

Figure 9(a) illustrates that the option to delay entry significantly increases the elasticity

of the threshold signal with respect to the aggregate demand level compared with the case

d = 0. The latter is due to the medium-productivity firms with q ∈ [q̂d=0(z), q̂d=1(z)] that

choose to postpone entry despite the positive expected post-entry benefits. Note the lower

the aggregate demand level, the wider the range of signals that leads to the delay decision.

To understand how the option to delay entry amplifies the effect of the aggregate conditions

on the selection of entrants I compare the threshold cost of entry across these scenarios.

I define the latter as follows: all potential entrants with the gross value of entry higher

than the threshold cost enter the market, while the rest decide to stay outside the market.

In a model with the option to delay entry, the threshold cost coincides with the threshold

signal’s q∗d=1(z) opportunity cost of entry.30 Figure 9(b) illustrates that the latter value is

30Potential entrants with signal q > q∗d=1(z) enter the market and expect returns that are higher than
the threshold signal’s q∗d=1(z) total opportunity cost of entry. Proof: V gross(q, z) strictly increases with the
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Figure 10: Selection of entrants across different aggregate conditions at entry for d ∈ [0, 1]
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countercyclical: the cost of entry significantly increases above the fixed entry cost during the

recessions. In fact, for reasonable parameter values, potential entrants postpone exercising

the signal until the present value of entry is up to twice the fixed entry cost. Comparing

the threshold cost of entry across cases elucidates the mechanism of how the option to delay

entry increases the affect of the aggregate conditions on the selection of entrants.

4.2 Comparative Statics

Finally, for comparative statics I investigate how the value of waiting change if the potential

entrants can only keep signals with some probability. That is I consider the Equation (4)

where I allow d ∈ [0, 1]. In that case, d represents a probability that the potential entrants

will carry signals tomorrow. Figure 10(a) displays the value of the option to wait for different

values of d in the stochastic steady state. As expected, the value of waiting decreases with

d. Figures 10(b) and 10(c) show that the total opportunity cost of entry, as well as, the

threshold signal level significantly increases with d.

5 Calibration and Model Performance

In this section, I calibrate the model to match the stylized facts about the average life-

cycle dynamics of entrants. Then, I evaluate the model’s performance in accounting for the

observed dynamics of entrants over the cycles and quantify the role of the option to wait, by

comparing it with an alternative scenario without the channel. Utilizing the good fit of the

model, I evaluate the role of entrants’ demographics in shaping the business cycle dynamics

signal. For an aggregate demand level z, firms with q > q∗d=1(z) enter the market. The following inequality
holds: V gross (z, q) > V gross (z, q∗d=1(z)) = ce + V w(z, q∗d=1(z)).
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Table 5: Calibration

Symbol Description Value Targets/Source

β Discount rate 0.960 Riskless interest rate
ρ Price elasticity of demand 1.622 Foster et al. (2016)
η Elasticity of demand to capital 0.919 Foster et al. (2016)
δ Depreciation rate of reputation 0.188 Foster et al. (2016)
ρs Idiosyncratic shock – persistence parameter 0.814 Foster et al. (2008)
σs Idiosyncratic shock – SD parameter 0.161 Firm size by age
α Demand shifter 0.261 Firm size by age
bo Initial customer capital level 12.00 Firm size
µf Operating cost – SD parameter 0.621 Firm survival by age
σf Operating cost – SD parameter 0.410 Firm survival by age
γ Exogenous exit shock 0.073 Firm exit hazard by age
q Pareto location 0.700 Firm size at entry

ξ Pareto exponent 1.349 Employment share at entry
ce Fixed entry cost 3.030 Entry rate – mean
ρz Aggregate shock – persistence parameter 0.570 Entry rate – persistence
σz Aggregate shock – SD parameter 0.002 Entry rate – SD

of the aggregate variables.

5.1 Calibration

A period in the model corresponds to one year, consistent with the timing of the BDS

dataset. The unit of analysis is an establishment. Estimating the model requires calibrating

17 parameters. First, I describe the parameters that I choose based on the estimations in the

literature. Then, I jointly calibrate the rest of the parameters to match the cohorts’ average

life cycle characteristics. The summary of the parameters, identification strategy, and the

final values of the parameters are given in Table 5.

I set the time-preference parameter β = 0 .96 to match a 4% percent annualized average

riskless interest rate. In the baseline model, the production function, demand function, and

the process of the customer capital accumulation follows the specification developed and

estimated in Foster et al. (2008), and Foster et al. (2016). Using the establishment-level data

from the Census of Manufactures, Foster et al. (2008) estimates that the autocorrelation

of the establishments’ idiosyncratic productivity process equals ρs = 0 .814 .31 Foster et

31Technology in Foster et al. (2008) is linear in inputs and productivity: qi = sixi where xi is the
input and si is producer-specific productivity. Foster et al. (2008) uses establishment-level data of eleven
manufacturing products. The data provide detailed information about producer-level quantities and prices
for the following census years: 1977, 1982, 1987, 1992, and 1997. Using the dataset, they are able to directly
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Table 6: Calibration targets and the model-implied counterparts

Statistics Data Model

Firm size 17.0 16.9
Firm size at entry 8.81 9.58
Firm size at age 5 13.9 14.1
Firm size at age 23 21.2 22.4
Employment share at entry 0.56 0.58
Firm exit hazard at age 5 0.10 0.09
Firm survival rate up to age 5 0.49 0.48
Firm survival rate up to age 23 0.15 0.12
Entry rate (%) 12.2 10.2

Note: The moments are calculated using the US-level cohorts of establishments from the BDS dataset
covering the the period 1977-2015.

Table 7: Calibration targets for the aggregate demand shock process

Statistics Data Model

Autocorrelation of the cycle component of entry rate 0.25 0.25
Standard deviation of the cycle component of entry rate 0.06 0.06

Note: The time series about the entry rate comes from the BDS and covers the period 1977-2015. The
cyclical component of the log entry rate is calculated using the HP filter with smoothing parameter 100.

al. (2016) identifies parameters that drive the demand function and the customer-capital-

accumulation process by jointly estimating the demand and the Euler equation, using the

dataset from Foster et al. (2008). Based on their estimates, I set the price elasticity of

demand (ρ) equal to 1 .622 , the elasticity of demand to customer capital (η) equal to 0 .919 ,

and the depreciation rate (δ) equal to 0 .188 .

I formally calibrate the rest of the parameters σs , bo , α, µf , σf , γ, q , ξ, ce , ρz , σz using the min-

imum distance estimation procedure proposed by Chamberline (1994). That is, I minimize

the sum of squared deviations of the eleven moments that characterize firms’ life cycle dy-

namics in the model from its data counterpart. To compute the relevant statistics, I use

annual time series about the US-level cohorts of establishments from the BDS dataset cov-

ering the period 1977-2015. I choose the following moments to capture cohorts’ average

characteristics at entry: entry rate, the employment share of entrants’, the average size at

measure total physical factor productivity, defined as TFPQi =
sixi
xi

= si . Autoregressive properties of the

measured TFPQ imply persistence rate ρs = 0 .814 . Foster et al. (2008) finds that persistence of TFPQ is
very close to the persistence parameters generated from other measures of total factor productivity (TFP)
(e.g., traditional measure of TFP and revenue TFP).
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entry, the average size at entry relative to the size of all active establishments.32 To capture

cohorts’ post-entry growth, survival, and exit, I target average cohorts’ size and survival rate

at age 5 and at age 23. Table 6 summarizes the targeted moments and their corresponding

values in the data and the model. The model-simulated moments are calculated in the the

stochastic steady state.

Although these parameters are jointly estimated, below, I describe how the targeted sample

moments help us infer about each of these parameters. The standard deviation of the

idiosyncratic productivity shock (σs) shapes cohorts’ growth rate. The demand parameter

(α) affects the scale of the economy. Thus, in the calibration, these two parameters mainly

target cohorts’ average size at age 5 and age 23. Finally, the exogenous exit probability

(γ), alongside the mean (µf ) and standard deviation (σf ) of the fixed operating cost, shapes

cohorts’ life cycle survival and exit rates. Therefore these parameters are estimated using

average cohorts’ survival rates at age 5 and age 23 and exit hazard rate at age 5.

The entry cost (ce) determines the steady-state mass of entrants, while parameters q and ξ

shape the potential entrants’ distribution over the productivity. I estimate these parameters

by targeting the average entry rate, the share of entrants’ employment in total employment,

and the average size of entrants. The initial level of customer capital (b0) is calibrated to

match the relative size of entrants compared to the average size of all active firms.

Lastly, the persistence (ρz) and standard deviation (σz) of the aggregate demand shock

process are calibrated to match the autoregressive properties of the cycle component of the

entry rate in the model and the data. To calculate the cycle component of the entry rate,

I apply the HP filter with a smoothing parameter of 100 . To calculate the same moment

in the model, I simulate the economy over many periods and apply the same detrending

method to the model-simulated entry rate. The autocovariance and standard deviation of

the time series are reported in the second and third columns of Table 7. The final values of

the parameters that generate the match are ρz = 0 .57 , and σz = 0 .002 .

5.2 Cohorts’ Average Life Cycle Characteristics

Table 6 lists the data moments (column 2) and their model-implied counterparts (column 3).

The model successfully replicates the main features of the US firm dynamics. The average

firm employs 17 workers in the data and 16.9 workers in the model. Entrants contribute

32size is defined as the total employment number by entrants/incumbents/all establishments over the total
number of entrants/incumbents/all establishments.
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Figure 11: Cohorts’ average characteristics: Data, Model
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only around 5.6 percent to total employment in the model and the data. The model does

a good job in reproducing the well-known ‘up or out’ dynamics of firms. About 50% of

the entrants fail within the first five years, and by age 23, only around 10% out of original

start-ups survive. At the same time, cohorts of firms grow from 9.6 workers at entry to 22

workers by age 23.

Figure 11 goes beyond the targeted moments reported in Table 6 and illustrates the full life

cycle profile of firms – moments and statistics not directly targeted in the calibration. Panel

(a) show that the model closely replicates the survival rates of firms up to age 30. Panel

(b) shows that the model also successfully matches the dynamics of exit by age up to age

30. Panels (c) and (d) further describe growth of cohorts measured by average size and the

share of cohorts’ employment in total employment by age. Overall, Figure 11 shows that the

model quite closely reproduces average US cohorts of establishments life cycle dynamics.

5.3 Entry Conditions and Persistent Cohort Dynamics

In the section, I show that the calibrated model generates the documented persistent and

significant differences in the life cycle characteristics of cohorts that start operating at dif-

ferent stages of business cycles. Alongside, I quantify the role of the option-to-delay channel
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Figure 12: Aggregate Entry Conditions and Entrant’ Productivity Distribution
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in accounting for the observed dynamics of entrants.

To describe the business cycle conditions at entry, I use the aggregate demand shock process.

I refer to a period as a recession (expansion) when the aggregate demand level is below

(above) the stochastic steady state level z < 1 (z > 1 ). I define cohorts as recessionary

(expansionary) if they start operating during the recessions (expansions).33

To quantify the role of the option-to-delay channel, I consider a version of the model without

the option to delay entry (d = 0) that is re-calibrated to produce the same set of facts in

the stochastic steady state as the baseline model. I refer to the case as a ‘model w/o delays ’.

It turns out that the model w/o delays is identically parameterized except for the fixed

entry cost. I set the latter equal to the steady state total opportunity cost of entry in the

baseline model.34 With the choice of the fixed entry cost the alternative scenario exhibits

the same dynamics in the stochastic steady state as the baseline model. The differences

in the entry-cost structure outside the steady state is due to the option to delay entry and

implied endogenous countercyclical entry cost.35 Therefore, by comparing the business cycle

dynamics in the baseline model against the model w/o delays allows me to quantify the

role of the option to delay entry in accounting for the observed significant and persistent

differences in the cohort post-entry characteristics.

33The results are robust to the definition of the business cycles within the model. In particular, results are
similar if I define business cycles using the deviations from the average log employment (output) or the cycle
component of the HP-filtered log employment (output). The results are robust because the model generates
more or less symmetric business cycles.

34cd=0 = cd=1 + V w(q∗d=1(zss), zss). Equalizing the opportunity cost of entry ensures that the threshold
signal coincides across these two scenarios, which in turn imply the same number and composition of entrants
in these scenarios. The Column (b) of Table 18 summarizes the parameter values used in the model w/o
delays scenario.

35For illustration see Figure 32.
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Figure 13: Aggregate Conditions at Entry and Cohorts’ Life Cycle Survival Rates
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Productivity Consistent with the empirical findings, in the model the aggregate economic

conditions at entry have a significant and persistent effect on the productivity composition

of entrants.36 Figure 12(a) depicts entrants’ distribution over the initial productivity across

different aggregate demand levels. The productivity distribution of entrants is positively

skewed. The skewness decreases with the aggregate demand level, producing countercyclical

average productivity. Recessionary cohorts average productivity is around 3% higher than

their expansionary counterparts. The difference persists in later years due to the persistent

idiosyncratic productivity process. Figure 12(b) shows the same statistics for the model w/o

delays. Shutting down the option-to-delay channel reduces the differences in the average

productivity of the recessionary and expansionary cohorts to 0 .4%.

Survival Rates Next, I investigate cohorts’ life cycle survival rates over the business

cycles. Figure 13(a) shows that the average survival rates of the US cohorts of establishments

born during recessionary periods are persistently higher compared to their expansionary

counterparts. For robustness and extensive analysis of this fact refer to Section 2. Figure

13(b) illustrates that the model accounts for the differences in the life cycle survival rates

of cohorts born at different stages of the business cycles. Figure 13(b) shows that the

model w/o delays leads to the acyclical average survival rates. Thus, the model implied

countercyclical survival rates are a direct implication of the optimal timing of entry decisions.

As discussed in Section 4, the option to delay entry allows firms to endogenous post-entry

survival rates in their entry decision. That is, firms decide to wait until the expected survival

rate is high enough to compensate for lower demand levels in the first several years of

operation. As a result, consistent with the empirical facts due to this mechanism the cohorts

36Lee and Mukoyama (2015), Moreira (2015), and Ates and Saffie (2021) find that cohorts’ of firms born
during crisis are, on average, more productive over the life cycle than their expansionary counterparts.
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Table 8: Cohort-level Employment in the Baseline and Counterfactual Scenarios

Recessionary Cohorts Expansionary Cohorts

Age 0 Age 5 Age 15 Age 0 Age 5 Age 15
% dev. % dev. % dev. % dev. % dev. % dev.

(a) Baseline -5.7 -4.7 -4.8 5.0 4.0 4.1
(b) The τ = 0 case -1.2 -1.0 -1.0 1.0 0.9 1.0
(c) Baseline, adjust lowest s -3.4 -1.4 -1.5 2.6 1.2 1.3
(d) Baseline, adjust highest s -12.5 -14.1 -13.3 10.0 11.2 10.6
(e) Baseline, only selection -5.3 -4.4 -4.5 5.4 4.3 4.4

Note: The numbers in the table describe percentage deviations (% dev.) of the recessionary (expansionary)

cohorts’ employment from the average cohort employment. Recessionary (Expansionary) cohorts refer to

the group of firms that started operation when z < 1 (z > 1).

of firms that start operating during recessions has, on average, higher survival rates than

their expansionary counterparts.

Employment Row (a) of Table 8 summarizes the dynamics of cohort-level employment

at entry and over time for the baseline model. According to the results, the recessionary

(expansionary) cohorts employ 5.7% less (5.0% more) workers than the average cohort and

the differences do not disappear even after 15 years of operation. Row (b) of Table 8

summarizes the dynamics of cohort-level employment for the τ = 0 case and shows that

shutting down the option to delay entry reduces the difference to 1%, thus implying that

the major share (80%) of the variation in cohort-level employment comes from the entrants

that delay entry.37

I find that the persistent differences in cohort-level employment are due to variations in

the composition rather than the number of firms at entry. Rows (c) and (d) of Table 9

summarize the dynamics in two counterfactual scenarios that feature the same variation in

the number of entrants as the baseline model, whereas I let the composition of entrants

vary systematically across these scenarios. Specifically, “Baseline, adjust lowest s”, and

“Baseline, adjust highest s” refer to the scenarios in which the variation in the number

37The model generates cohorts’ with a countercyclical average size. The result is in line with Lee and
Mukoyama (2015), who show that the average size of US manufacturing plants is countercyclical. However,
the result is at odds with Sedlacek and Sterk’s (2016) finding. Using the BDS dataset, they show entrants’
average size is procyclical. I expect that extending the model to account for the procyclical average size
at entry will increase the difference in cohort-level employment over the cycles. One potential extension to
generate the procyclical average size of entrants is to assume the first-period level of customer capital is
procyclical.
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of entrants are generated by adjusting, respectively, the lowest- and highest-productivity

firms from the steady state distribution of entrants.38 Comparing the dynamics of these

two scenarios shows that the variation in the number of entrants has a persistent effect

on cohort-level employment if it comes from the high-productivity entrants.39 Note that

the dynamics of the baseline economy are in between these two counterfactual scenarios.

The medium-productivity firms that delay entry increase the pro-cyclical variation in the

high-productivity entrants and lead to higher persistence in the dynamics of cohort-level

employment. The mechanism corresponds to Decker et al.’s (2014) empirical findings that

the entrant cohorts’ contribution to the aggregate employment comes from the small share

of the high-growth firms. Pugsley, Sedlaćek, and Sterk (2016) also find that the major share

of the entrant cohorts’ post-entry performance is due to ex-ante differences in the types of

entrants.

Finally, consider row (e) in Table 9. “Baseline, only selection” refers to the baseline sce-

nario in which the aggregate demand shocks affect only the selection of entrants and have

no effect on the firms’ post-entry demand structure. Contrasting the baseline model with

the counterfactual scenario shows that the persistent customer-capital-accumulation process

plays a minor role (less than 7%) in generating persistence in the dynamics of cohort-level

employment.

6 Aggregate Fluctuations

In this section, I use a model that closely mimics the life-cycle dynamics of the US estab-

lishments on average and over the business cycles to quantify the role of the entry margin

in shaping aggregate fluctuations. To compute the business cycle moments from the data,

I use the time series of the natural logarithm of aggregate employment, real GDP, and the

total number of establishments that covers the period 1977-2015.40 I apply the HP-filter

with a smoothing parameter of 100 to find the cycle component of these variables. I use the

same methodology to compute the moments from the model-simulated time-series.41 The

38For more details refer to Appendix E.3.3.
39The mechanism corresponds to the “missing generation” channel initially discussed in Gourio, Messer

and Siemer (2015).
40The time series of the aggregate employment and the real GDP are constructed to be consistent with

the timing of the BDS dataset. Detailed information about the source and the construction of the aggregate
variables are provided in Appendix E.2.

41In particular, I run the baseline economy over a large number of periods. I find the cyclical component
of the natural logarithm of the simulated aggregate employment, output, and the total number of firms
using the HP filter with a smoothing parameter of 100. I use the latter time series to compute the standard
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Table 9: Business Cycle Moments: Data, the Baseline Model, and the Counterfactuals.

Baseline,
Data Baseline only selection The case τ = 0
(a) (b) (c) (d)

No. of firms
ρ 0.640 0.619 0.607 0.661
σ 0.012 0.010 0.010 0.002

Employment
ρ 0.610 0.574 0.622 0.432
σ 0.015 0.012 0.010 0.004

Entry Rate
ρ 0.250 0.253 0.252 0.222
σ 0.062 0.065 0.065 0.010

No. of Entrants
ρ 0.311 0.278 0.278 0.245
σ 0.066 0.073 0.073 0.011

Notes. All series are computed in log deviation from the HP trend. The numbers that are in bold refer

to the targeted model statistics. All other values indicate untargeted model statistics and their empirical

counterparts.

statistics from the data and the model are described in columns (a) and (b) of Table 9,

respectively.

Table 9 shows that the variance and the autocovariance of the simulated total number of

firms are very close to the data counterpart. The variation in the exogenous aggregate

demand shock affects firms’ life-cycle demographics in the following two ways: First, the

aggregate demand condition affects the composition/number of entrants at entry. Second,

aggregate demand affects incumbent firms’ decisions about production and continuation.

Aggregation of these two effects by adding up cohorts at different stages of their life cycle

creates dynamics of the total number of firms that are very close to the data counterpart.

The result can also additionally be interpreted as an external validation of the exogenous

aggregate demand shock process.

Table 9 shows that the model that is built to account for the life-cycle demographics of firms

(selection at entry, growth, survival) accounts for more than three fourths of the business

cycle fluctuations in aggregate variables. In particular, the autocorrelation of the aggregate

employment in the model is 0.57, whereas in the data, it equals 0.61. The standard deviation

in the model and the data is 0.012 and 0.015, respectively.

Further investigation of the results shows that the variation in the number and the compo-

deviation and the autocorrelation of these variables.
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Table 10: Impulse-Response Analyses

Panel A: One-time shock Panel B: Persistent Shock

Full Model Fixed entry Full Model Fixed entry
zhigh zhigh

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Depth (%)
Employment -1.83 -0.72 -1.90 -2.0 -0.72 -2.1
No. of Firms -2.93 -0.07 -0.18 -3.04 -0.14 -0.43

50% Recovery
Employment 3 2 2 16 7 6
No. of Firms 3 15 14 9 17 18

75% Recovery
Employment 15 2 2 28 14 15
No. of Firms 8 23 23 17 26 27

Note: Baseline refers to a model with baseline specification. Fixed entry refers to a case in which the shock

affects cohorts’ post-entry performance, whereas the entry rate is fixed at the steady state level. zhigh refers

to a case in which the magnitude of the shock is chosen to produce a drop in employment as in Baseline

scenario. Depth refers to the highest deviation of the time series from trend. 50% Recovery (75% Recovery)

describes the number of periods (years) starting from period 1, after which economy recovers 50% (75% )

from the ‘depth’.

sition of firms at entry is responsible for shaping the dynamics of the aggregate variables.

In particular, I consider a counterfactual scenario in which the variation in the aggregate

demand affects selection but does not have an effect on firms’ post-entry decisions.42 The dy-

namics of the economy are summarized in column (c) of Table 9. One can see the aggregate

dynamics in the counterfactual and the baseline scenarios are quite similar, which means

the observed significant and persistent differences in cohorts’ characteristics over the cycles

build up significant persistence and variance in aggregate variables. At the same time, the

result also implies that the post-entry shocks that affect firms’ post-entry decisions provide

a relatively minor contribution to aggregate fluctuations. The latter result corresponds to

the recent empirical findings by Sedlacek and Sterk (2017), who show the selection of firms

at the entry stage, rather than the post-entry choices made by the firms, drive the cohorts’

contribution to aggregate fluctuations.

42In particular, I construct a counterfactual economy in which the aggregate demand shock has the same
impact on the selection (composition/number) of entrants as in the baseline model. However, I set aggregate
demand shocks equal to zero for all the firms that operate in the market.
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6.1 Impulse Response Analysis

Considering the small share of entering firms in aggregate employment the result from the

previous section might seem surprising. To illustrate how the variation in cohorts’ character-

istics can build up persistence and variance in the aggregate dynamics, I study the response

of the baseline economy to a one-time negative aggregate demand shock, summarized in

Panel A of Table 10. The magnitude of the shock is chosen to yield a 25% decline in the

number of entrant establishments.43 One can see that after the shock, the baseline economy

takes three years to recover half-life and another 12 years to recover an additional 25% of

the decline. By contrast, an economy in which the shock does not affect the entry margin

takes only 2 years to recover the full, three fourths of the decline. The result is robust to

the magnitude of the shock. Thus, changes in the number and composition of firms at entry

that leads to a persistent decline in entrant cohorts’ employment plays a significant role in

the propagation of aggregate shocks. Panel B of Table 10 shows that if the change in the

entry margin is persistent, the effect accumulates and has a substantial impact on the depth

and the long-run recovery of the economic aggregates.44

6.2 The Great Recession

To additionally support the findings and validate the model, I study the Great Recession,

which is notorious with the historical drop in the number of entrants and the unprecedented

slow recovery of the aggregate employment that followed.45 I use the episode to illustrate

that the persistent drop in entrant cohorts’ employment over the period 2008-2016 had a

substantial effect on the slow recovery of the aggregate employment. Then, I use the model

to investigate how much of the effect is due to the variation of entrants at the entry margin.

I find that the persistently low aggregate demand shock series that leads to the persistent

changes in the number and the composition of firms at entry quite closely account for the

contribution of cohorts born over the period 2008-2016.

43The number corresponds to the decline in the number of entrants observed during the Great Recession.
44The mechanism is consistent with empirical findings by Gourio, Messer and Siemer (2016). Using an

annual panel of US states over the period 1982-2014, they show that changes in the number of entrant firms
have a persistent effect on the dynamics of the aggregate variables.

45Figure 38(a) plots the cyclical variation in the number of entrant establishments and the aggregate
employment in the US over the period 1977− 2016.
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6.2.1 The Data

Initially, I use an accounting exercise to directly quantify how much of the changes in the

employment of cohorts that started operating over the period 2008 − 2016 contributed to

the slow recovery of aggregate employment.46

The aggregate employment at time t can be expressed as a sum of the total employment of

the cohorts of establishments at different ages:

Nt = n0,t + n1,t−1 + n2,t−2 + n3,t−3 + n4,t−4 + n5,t−5 +Rest, (6)

where Nt denotes aggregate employment and ng,t−g refers to total employment of a cohort

of age g who started operating at time t, g = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Due to the data limitations, I

only consider cohorts up to age five.47 Rest combines part of the aggregate employment that

belongs to establishments with ages 6+ and the segment of employment that is not part of

the BDS dataset.

I consider the beginning of the recession to be year 2008.48 Consider N̂t to be the level of

aggregate employment at time t ≥ 2008 had the Great Recession not happened. N̂t can be

expressed as follows:

N̂t = n̂0,t + n̂1,t−1 + n̂2,t−2 + n̂3,t−3 + n̂4,t−4 + n̂5,t−5 + R̂est, (7)

where n̂g,t−g refers to the employment of a cohort of age g that entered the market at time

t, had the Great Recession not happened. I define R̂est similarly. I use equation (6) and

equation (7) to decompose changes in the aggregate employment as a sum of the changes in

the cohort-level employment by age:

∆N̂t = ∆n̂0,t +∆n̂1,t−1 +∆n̂2,t−2 + ...+∆R̂est, (8)

where ∆N̂t =
Nt − N̂t

N̂t

and ∆n̂g,t−g =
ng,t−g − n̂g,t−g

N̂t

for g = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. ∆n̂g,t−g shows

46Gourio, Messer, and Siemer(2016) and Sedlaćek (2019) use data over the period 2008− 2012 and study
how the persistent drop in the number of entrants contributes to the aggregate dynamics. In my exercise, I
concentrate on changes in cohort-level employment, rather than the number of entrants.

47The publicly available part of the BDS dataset only allows me to separately track cohorts from age zero
up to age five.

48The National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) dates the beginning of the Great Recession as
December 2007. In the BDS, the year 2007 characterizes establishment-level activity from March 2006 to
March 2007. To be consistent with the NBER, I choose year 2008 as the beginning of the Great Recession.
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Figure 14: New Cohorts’ Contribution to the Slow Recovery of Aggregate Employment after
the Great Recession
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how much of the changes in the cohort employment of age g contributes to the changes in

the aggregate employment at time t.49

Using the equation, I isolate the dynamics of the aggregate employment accounted for by

cohorts that entered the market starting from t ≥ 2008. Toward the end, consider the

following counterfactual: for each year t ≥ 2008, I only consider the deviations of the

aggregate employment, ∆N̂t, counter, that is accounted by the cohorts that entered the market

from t ≥ 2008. At year 2007, ∆N̂2007, counter = 0. Starting from the year 2008,

∆N2008, counter = ∆n̂0,2008,

∆N2009, counter = ∆n̂0,2009 +∆n̂1,2008,

. . .

∆N2016, counter = ∆n̂0,2016 +∆n̂1,2015 +∆n̂2,2014 + ...+∆n̂6,2013 +∆n̂7,2012 +∆n̂8,2011.

I apply a linear trend over the period 1979-2007 to predict the evolution of aggregate em-

ployment from the year 2008 as if the Great Recession had not happened.50 I set n̂g,t−g equal

49One can also think about it as a percentage deviation of the actual cohort-level employment from the
predicted cohort-level employment, weighted by the share of the cohort employment in aggregate employ-
ment:

Nt − N̂t

N̂t

=

(
n0,t − n̂0,t

n̂0,t

)
n̂0,t

N̂t

+

(
n1,t−1 − n̂1,t−1

n̂1,t−1

)
n̂1,t−1

N̂t

+ ..+∆R̂est.

50In Appendix G.2, Figure 40 displays the evolution, pre-crisis trend and the prediction for the aggregate
employment.
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to the average employment of cohorts of age g over the period 2003−2007. The latter allows

me to study how the aggregate employment would have evolved during the Great Recession

had the new cohorts of establishments behaved as the representative pre-crisis cohorts of

establishments.51

Figure 14(a) illustrates the result of this exercise. The dashed black line represents the

total deviation of the aggregate employment from the pre-crisis trend. The shaded areas

represent the contribution of each cohort born over the period 2008 − 2016 to the drop

in aggregate employment. Several observations stand out. The cohorts that entered the

market after the year 2008 employ persistently fewer workers, compared with their pre-

crisis counterparts. These cohorts’ dynamics contribute around 45% of a total 8.9% drop in

aggregate employment in the year 2012. By the year 2016, the aggregate employment is 7%

below the trend, and now 85% of the drop is due to cohorts that started operating over the

period 2008− 2016. Thus, whereas the incumbent firms drive the depth of the recession, the

dynamics of the new cohorts build up significant persistence in the dynamics of aggregate

employment.52 Figure 14(b) shows the same exercise by establishment age rather than the

cohort year. The figure once again illustrates how much the persistent drop in cohort-level

employment across different age groups contributed to the drop in aggregate employment.

6.2.2 The Model

Next, I investigate how much a model that accounts for the US establishments’ life-cycle

demographics could explain the documented contribution of 2008-2016 cohorts. I also use the

model to quantify the role of variation in the number and the composition of entrants in this

contribution. Toward the goal, I construct an aggregate demand shock series that matches

the changes in the simulated number of entrant establishments to the data counterpart

over the period 2008-2016. Figure 46(b) illustrates the evolution of the number of entrant

establishments in the model and in the data. Figure 46(a) displays the series of the aggregate

demand shocks that generate the match. As in the empirical part, I used a linear trend over

the period 1979 − 2007 to predict the evolution of the number of entrant establishments

starting from the year 2008, as if the Great Recession had not happened.53

51The cohort-level employment by age over the period 1983 − 2007 shows that the times series exhibits
an increasing trend; see Figure 41(a) in the Appendix G.2. The share of cohorts’ employment in aggregate
employment have a decreasing trend; see Figure 41(b). Thus, constructing a representative cohort based on
pre-crisis average cohort-level employment captures a lower bound of the recent cohorts’ contribution.

52In Appendix G.2, I show that the results are robust if I consider ten-year pre-crisis average of cohort-level
employment.

53Figure 45 displays the evolutions, pre-crisis trends and predictions for these time series.
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Figure 15: The Great Recession Exercise
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The model predicts that changes in the number and the composition of entrants over the

period 2008-2016 account for around 39% of the depth of the aggregate employment reached

in 2012. By 2016, the persistent drop in the new cohorts’ employment level accumulate, and

it explains around 75% of the drop in aggregate employment. Figure 46(c) contrasts the

changes in aggregate employment accounted by the cohorts born over 2008 − 2016 in the

model and data. The exercise shows that the combination of the aggregate demand shocks

and the variation in the entry margin accounts for the major share of the documented

contribution of 2008-2016 cohorts.54 Next, to isolate the contribution of the changes in

the number and composition of entrants at the entry margin, I consider a counterfactual

54Other economic forces, not considered in the paper, could explain the drop in 2008-2016 cohrots’ employ-
ment. For example, the credit crunch that occurred during the Great Recession, significantly increased the
cost of financing. The existing literature also points out that a potential structural change in the entrants
during the Great Recession might have played an important role in the protracted recovery in aggregate
variables. Figure 39 shows that all sectors experienced a significant and persistent drop in the number of
entrants compared to the pre-crisis level (Gourio, Messer, and Siemer(2016)).
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scenario in which the aggregate demand shocks only affect the selection and not the post-

entry dynamics of firms. Figure 46(d) shows that post-entry demand shocks play a minor

role and most of the observed contribution comes from the variation at the entry margin.

7 Other Applications

In this section, I show that existing business cycle firm dynamics models that employ a

traditional neoclassical entry decision rule cannot account for the observed dynamics of

entrants without generating excessive variation in the aggregate variables. The latter leads

to counterfactual predictions about the role of entry. Firm dynamics models use various

approaches to overcome the puzzle. For example, Lee and Mukoyama (2018) introduce

entry cost that varies over the cycles in a particular way. Sedlaćek and Sterk (2019) introduce

entry function, which allows choosing the elasticity of the number of entrants with respect

to aggregate shocks. Others rely on exogenous entry specific shock processes (e.g., Clementi

and Palazzo (2016), Sedlaćek and Sterk (2017)). In the second part of the section, I show

that not accounting for the option to delay entry may lead to imprecise predictions about

the response of potential entrants to different shocks.

7.1 The Standard Model

I study a model without the option to delay entry (I refer to it as the Standard model)

that produces the same set of facts as the baseline model described in Section 5.1. Because

firms’ values are relatively insensitive to the aggregate state, the Standard model requires a

variance of the aggregate demand shock σz, almost seven times higher than a model with the

option to delay entry. Appendix E.3 provides a detailed description of the Standard model’s

calibration procedure.55

First, I show that the Standard model that accounts for the observed business cycle dynamics

of entrants lead to excessive variation in aggregate variables and counterfactual predictions

about the role of entry. Column (c) of Table 11 summarizes the business cycle properties of

the economy. One can see that the model generates a variance of the aggregate employment

that is 1 .7 times higher than the data counterpart. Column (d) of Table 11 shows that the

post-entry shock process explains a major share of the cohort performance, and hence the

dynamics of the aggregate variables. This result is also at odds with the recent empirical

55In Appendix E.3, Table 18 summarizes the parameter values, and tables 19, and 20 summarize how the
moments targeted in the Standard model compare with the data counterpart and the baseline model.
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Table 11: Business Cycle Moments: Data and Model

Data Baseline The Standard Model

only selection
(a) (b) (c) (d)

No. of firms
ρ 0.640 0.619 0.684 0.605
σ 0.012 0.010 0.011 0.010

Employment
ρ 0.610 0.574 0.439 0.620
σ 0.015 0.012 0.025 0.011

Entry Rate
ρ 0.250 0.253 0.272 0.265
σ 0.062 0.065 0.064 0.063

Notes. The numbers that are in bold refer to the targeted model statistics. All other values indicate

untargeted model statistics and their empirical counterparts.

Figure 16: The Great Recession and the Standard Model
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findings that emphasize the role of the pre-entry selection of firms in explaining cohorts’

post-entry differences. Additionally, I use the Standard model to quantify the role of the

entry margin in the anemic recovery observed after the Great Recession. Figure 16 shows

that an aggregate demand shock series that generates the dynamics in the number of entrants

observed over the period 2008 − 2016 leads to the drop in the aggregate employment that

is twice as large as that observed during the Great Recession.

Next, I show that overlooking the observed variation in the entry margin undermines the

role entry plays in propagating aggregate shocks. Following the existing literature, in the

Standard model, I calibrate the aggregate demand shock process to match the business
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cycle fluctuations in aggregate employment, rather than the entry rate.56 I find that in the

Standard model, matching the observed persistence and variance of aggregate employment

requires the auto correlation and the variance of the aggregate demand shock process to

be, respectively, 1.40 and 25 times higher than a model that accounts for the documented

variation in the entry margin.57

To sum up, the option to delay entry is an important mechanism that enables standard firm

dynamics models to reconcile the observed business cycle demographics of entrants, and

quantify the role the variation in the entry margin plays in aggregate fluctuations.58

7.2 Policy Implications

Potential entrants’ ability to postpone entry not only quantitatively but also qualitatively

alters existing firm dynamics models, predictions about the response of potential entrants to

different shocks. The reason is the following. With the option to delay entry, the dynamics of

entrants depends on how the changes in the aggregate environment affect relative benefits of

entry today versus tomorrow. Whereas the standard frameworks only account for the shock’s

direct effect. Thus, depending on the type, magnitude, timing, and duration of the shocks,

the standard framework may lead to imprecise predictions about the response of potential

entrants. In this section, I illustrate the point by analyzing potential entrants’ reactions

to the permanent, temporary, and future reduction in the entry cost with and without the

option to postpone entry.

Permanent versus temporary policy Figures 17(a) and 17(b) contrast the changes in

the threshold signal level as a response to a permanent and a temporary decrease in the fixed

entry cost with and without the option to delay entry.59 First, consider a model with the

option to delay entry. If the goal is to increase the number of entrants, the temporary decline

in the fixed entry cost does a better job during recessions, and has the same effect during

expansions compared with a permanent decline in the fixed entry cost. Moreover, marginal

56For example, see Clementi and Palazzo (2016).
57Specifically, in the Standard model, the auto-correlation and the variance of the aggregate demand shock

equal 0.80 and 0.05, respectively. In the baseline model, these values equal to 0.56 and 0.002, respectively.
58Even in general equilibrium settings, the model with persistent signal performs at least as good as

standard firm dynamics models. The reason is as follows. The option value of delay is always non-negative,
due to entrants’ ability to obtain an outside option by not entering the market. As a result, for any initial
aggregate states, the threshold value of the entry is weakly higher in the model with a persistent signal than
in the models without persistent signals. Appendix B.3 describes a general equilibrium version of the model.

59In Appendix G.3, Figures 48(c) and 48(d) translates the threshold signal into the number of entrants,
using the assumed distribution W (q) of potential entrants.
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Figure 17: Permanent/Temporary Decline in the Fixed Entry Cost.
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entrants who respond to the reduction of the fixed entry cost are mostly high-productivity

firms during recessions and low-productivity firms during expansions. Without the option

to delay entry, the response of entrants does not vary with the duration of the policy, neither

quantitatively nor qualitatively.

The news shock Now, consider he response of potential entrants to an anticipated decline

in the fixed entry cost after T periods from today. Figure 18(a) shows that the threshold

signal in the news scenario is weakly higher than in the baseline (no-news) scenario in all

aggregate states and for all T . The magnitude of the change depends on the distance

between today and the policy’s actual time. Interestingly, if the time of the actual decrease

in the entry cost is close enough (small T ), the indirect effect of the news that decreases the

number of entrants today is quantitatively more significant than the increase in the number

of entrants at time T as a response to the lower fixed entry cost. In the standard firm

dynamics models, the news would have altered the dynamics of entrants today only through

general equilibrium effects.60 However, as the exercise illustrates, the response of entrants to

the policy announcement through the option-value-of-delay channel could be quantitatively

more important; see Figure 18(b) that compares the dynamics of entrants in the steady state

as a response of news about the decline in the fixed entry cost with and without the option.61

60Constantini and Melitz (2007) also show that potential entrants respond differently to the news about
trade liberalization depending on the timing and the implementation of the policy.

61In Appendix G.3.2, I describe and illustrates the dynamics of the economy as a response to the an-
nouncement; see 49. Figure 50 illustrates the dynamics of the economy as a response to the announcement,
in which I allow accumulation of potential entrants.
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To conclude, after accounting for the ability to delay entry, the response of entrants to

the changes in the aggregate environment depends on the relative variation in the benefits

today versus tomorrow and any policy designed to affect entrants’ behavior should take these

channel into account.

Figure 18: News about the Anticipated Decline in the Fixed Entry Cost
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8 Conclusions

In the paper, I show that potential entrants’ ability to delay entry leads to the countercycli-

cal opportunity cost of entry and significantly amplifies the role initial aggregate conditions

play in the selection of entrants. The feature allows existing firm dynamics models to rec-

oncile the observed variation in the number and composition of entrants without generating

the counterfactual variance of the aggregate variables. I propose a model that is able to

reconcile the documented life-cycle dynamics of US establishments, on average, and over

the business cycles. I find that the observed variation in the number and composition of

firms at entry is responsible for around three-fourths of the business cycle fluctuations in

aggregate employment. To validate these findings, I show the model accounts closely for the

recent cohorts’ contribution to the persistent drop in aggregate employment observed after

the Great Recession. Finally, I show that not accounting for the option to delay entry may

result in misleading predictions about the response of potential entrants to different shocks

or policies.

The framework provides an interesting avenue for future research. For example, using the

framework, one can study how the changes in the ability to delay entry over time could
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explain the decreasing business dynamism in the US; How the heterogeneity in the ability

to delay entry could explain the business cycle variation in the entry margins across sectors.

Additionally, one can re-examine, study and quantify the effect of different policies (e.g.,

labor adjustment tax, entry subsidies, R&D subsidies) on the response of entrants and the

dynamics of the aggregate variables or investigate stabilization policies. In the paper, I study

how allowing potential entrants to delay entry modifies their entry decisions. Explaining the

dynamics of potential entrants after they use the option (e.g., whether they actually come

back to start a business) is also left for future research. I believe that with the development

of the Business Formation Statistics dataset, the framework can be very useful to uncover

further details about the dynamics of entrants over time.
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A Empirical Findings Appendix

A.1 Aggregate Conditions at Entry and Cohorts’ Average Size

In this section, I investigate how does the cohorts average size over the life cycle varies with

the aggregate conditions at entry. I use the same methodology for the survival rate analysis.

I use country- and state-level annual time series about the cohorts of establishments/firms

by age from the Business Dynamics Statistics (BDS) dataset. The BDS dataset covers

the universe of employer businesses in the US and provides annual measures of business

dynamics for the economy aggregated by the establishment and firm characteristics. An

establishment is defined as a fixed physical location where economic activity is conducted.

A firm may consist of one establishment or many establishments and often span multiple

physical locations. The dataset covers the period 1978− 2019.

I measure an average size of a cohort of age g at year t as

L̄g,t =
Lg,t

Ng,t

,

where Lg,t andNg,t measure the total employment and total number of establishments (firms)

in a cohort of establishments (firms) of age g at time t. L̄g,t measures the average size of a

cohort of establishments (firms) of age g at year t; In this analysis, I consider cohorts’ average

size for up to age 5 after they enter the market.62 To investigate how cohorts’ average size

over the life cycle vary with the aggregate conditions at the time of entry t − g, I use the

cycle component of the annual real GDP.63 To find the cyclical component of the annual log

real GDP I apply the HP filter with a smoothing parameter of 100 .

Figure 2 plots pooled average size for up to six years of operation of cohorts at the US- and

state-level against the business cycle indicators at the time of entry. Panel (a) of Figure 2

shows that the business cycle conditions at entry are positively associated with cohorts’ of

establishments’ average size at the US level. However, Panel (b) shows that the correlation

becomes negative at the state level. Panel (c) and Panel (d) consider cohorts of firms at the

US- and state-level. In both cases, aggregate conditions at entry are negatively associated

62The publicly available part of the BDS dataset only provides information about cohorts from age 0 to
age 5. Information about cohorts above age 5 is binned into 5-year age groups.

63I annualize the quarterly real GDP data so that its consistent with BDS timing. Specifically, in the BDS
dataset, establishment-level and firm-level activity at year t covers the establishment activity from March
of year t − 1 to the March of year t . Thus, I construct the annual time series of the aggregate variables as
March-to-March averages, to be consistent with the BDS dataset timing. The source and the construction
of the annual real GDP data are described in Appendix E.2.
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Figure 19: Cohorts’ average size against the aggregate economic conditions at the time of
entry
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(a) Cohort of establishments (US-level)
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(b) Cohort of establishments (State-level)
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(c) Cohort of firms (US-level)
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(d) Cohort of firms (State-level)

Notes. Each panel plots a binned scatterplots of the average size up to age 5 against the aggregate conditions
at the time of entry measured by the cycle component of HP-filtered log real GDP with smoothing parameter
of 100. Bin scatter controls for year- and age-fixed effects. Panels (b) and (d) additionally control for the
state-fixed effects.

with the average size. That is, increase in aggregate conditions at entry above trend is

associated with the cohorts of firms with smaller average size.

Next, I use the state-level variation in the life cycle dynamics of new businesses to further

investigate the relationship. I estimate the following regression:

log(L̄g,t) = α + βZt−g + ηa + θt + γs + εg,s,t, (9)

where log(L̄g,t) is a log average size of a cohort at age g, in state s, at time t; Zt−g represents

the economic conditions at the time when the cohort first entered the market.64 ηa, θt, γs

64The specification is also similar to the age-period-cohort model where cohort effects are a proxy for
economic conditions at birth. See Moreira (2005) for more details.
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Table 12: Cohorts’ average size and aggregate economic conditions at the time of entry.

Panel A. Establishment Panel B. Firm
YHP YHP,I NBER YHP YHP,I NBER
(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

β 0.064 -0.006 0.031*** -1.38*** -0.040*** 0.045***
(0.106) (0.004) (0.007) (0.135) (0.005) (0.007)

State FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Age FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Year FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Observations 12,087 12,087 12,087 12,087 12,087 12,087
R2 0.807 0.807 0.808 0.786 0.783 0.782

Note: Robust standard errors clustered at the state-level are in parentheses. The dependent variable
represents pooled survival rates up to five years of operations of cohorts of new businesses. Panel A uses
cohorts of establishments and Panel B uses cohorts of firms as a unit of analysis. Columns (1)-(3) use different
indicators for characterizing the business cycle conditions at entry. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.

represent age-, year-, and state-fixed effects, respectively. The year-fixed effects controls for

the sequence of aggregate shocks cohorts face after entry. That said, β measures a percentage

point change in the cohorts’ average size due to the variation in the business cycle conditions

at entry. The coefficient should capture the effect of the initial economic conditions on the

cohorts’ average size after controlling for the age, year and state fixed effects.

Panel A of Table 12 reports the results of the regression equation (9) when the unit of analysis

is a cohort of establishments. Column (1) indicates that cohorts born during good economic

conditions are characterized by higher average size over the life cycle, but the coefficient is not

statistically significant. For robustness, I additionally consider the following business cycle

indicators. Column (2) uses a business cycle indicator that refers to a year as a recession

if the cyclical component of the log real GDP is below trend (YHP ,I ). Column (3) uses

the NBER-based recession indicator for the US from the period following the peak through

the trough (NBER).65 The indicator equals one if the year is indicated as recession, 0

otherwise. Columns (2) and (3) of Panel A show that cohorts born during recessions, on

average, have lower average size compared to their expansionary counterparts. Thus, there

is no robust statistically significant relationship between cohorts of establishments average

size and aggregate conditions at entry. Panel B of Table 12 shows that there is statistically

significant negative relationship between aggregate conditions at entry and cohorts of firms

average size over the life cycle. establishments.

65The latter indicator specifies peak and the trough dates on a monthly frequency. Using the monthly data,
I define a year t as a recession if at least four months from April in year t− 1 to April t are indicated as re-
cessionary periods. Based on the definition, the recessionary years are 1981, 1982, 1983, 1991, 2002, and 2009.
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Table 13: Cohorts average size by age and aggregate economic conditions at the time of
entry.

Panel A. Establishment Panel B. Firm
Z = YHP YHP,I NBER YHP YHP,I NBER

(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)
1{age=0} × Z -0.982*** -0.027*** 0.072*** -2.24*** -0.043*** 0.115***

(0.160) (0.005) (0.007) (0.16) (0.005) (0.008)
1{age=1} × Z -0.447** -0.013** 0.034*** -1.76*** -0.034*** 0.074***

(0.156) (0.006) (0.006) (0.15) (0.006) (0.007)
1{age=2} × Z -0.254* -0.013*** 0.026*** -1.71*** -0.044*** 0.058***

(0.144) (0.005) (0.006) (0.16) (0.005) (0.008)
1{age=3} × Z 0.151 -0.011** 0.023*** -1.33*** -0.048*** 0.032***

(0.145) (0.005) (0.008) (0.20) (0.006) (0.010)
1{age=4} × Z 0.706*** 0.006 0.018*** -0.87*** -0.041*** 0.004

(0.134) (0.005) (0.007) (0.20) (0.007) (0.009)
1{age=5} × Z 1.116*** 0.021 0.014* -0.49*** -0.033*** -0.012

(0.134) (0.005) (0.007) (0.22) (0.008) (0.010)

Age FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Year FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
State FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Observations 12,087 12,087 12,087 12,087 12,087 12,087
R2 0.808 0.807 0.809 0.787 0.783 0.785

Note: Robust standard errors clustered at the state-level are in parentheses. The dependent variable
represents pooled average size from age zero to age five of cohorts of new businesses. Panel A uses cohorts
of establishments and Panel B uses cohorts of firms as a unit of analysis. Columns (1)-(3) use different
indicators for characterizing the business cycle conditions at entry. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1.

I additionally I consider a regression specification where I interact business cycle conditions

at entry with the cohort age:

log(L̄g,t) = α +
5∑

g=1

βgDgZt−g + ηg + θt + γs + εg,s,t, (10)

where Dg is an indicator variables that take the value of one if the business establish-

ments/firms are g years of age. The coefficient βg measures the change in the survival rates

of a cohort at age g with the variation in the business cycle conditions at entry.

Panel A of Table 13 reports the regression results. 1{age=g}×Z describes the interaction of the

business cycle indicators with the cohort of age g. Panel A describes the relationship between

the average size of cohorts of establishments and aggregate conditions at entry. Analyzing

Columns (1)-(3) show no statistically robust relationship between average size and aggregate

conditions at entry for the cohorts of establishments. Panel B considers the same regression

All other years are defined as expansionary.
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when the unit of analysis is cohorts of firms rather than the cohorts of establishments.

Panel B shows a statistically negative relationship between aggregate conditions at entry

and cohorts of firms’ average size dynamics over time. That is, cohorts of firms that start

operating during recessions have larger average sizes at entry and over time compared to

their expansionary counterparts. However, one can see that the effect dissipates over time

when the cohort age.
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A.2 Cyclicality of Business Formation

A.2.1 Data Description

The BFS dataset is based on applications for Employer Identification Numbers (EINs) sub-

mitted in the United States, known as IRS Form SS-4 filings.66 EIN application responses

include information about reasons for applying, type of entity, business start date, the ex-

pected maximum number of employees, the first wage pay date, principal activity of a busi-

ness, etc. This information is used to identify a subset of applications associated with new

businesses, referred to as business applications. The business applications are matched to

the set of firms in Business Dynamics Statistics Dataset (BDS) identified as new employer

businesses based on payroll information.67 Match process is straightforward since both of

the datasets contain information about EINs.

In the analysis, I use the following publicly available seasonally adjusted time series at

quarterly frequency:

1. Business formations within 4 quarters (BF4Q) - the number of employer businesses

that originate from the business applications within four quarters from the quarter of

application. Time period: 2004Q3-2015Q4. In the analysis, I refer to this time series

as First 4Q.

2. Business formations within 8 quarters (BF8Q) - the number of employer businesses

that originate from the business applications (BA) within eight quarters from the

quarter of application. Time period: 2004Q3-2014Q4.

3. Average duration (in quarters) from business application to formation within 4 Quar-

ters (DUR4Q) - a measure of delay between business application and formation, con-

ditional on business formation within four quarters. Time period: 2004Q3-2015Q4. I

refer to this time series as Av. duration, first 4Q.

4. Average duration (in quarters) from business application for formation within eight

quarters (DUR8Q - a measure of delay between business application and formation,

conditional on business formation within eight quarters. Time period: 2004Q3-2014Q4.

66EIN is a unique number assigned to most of the business entities. EIN is required when the business
is providing tax information to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Note that EIN applications describe
start-up and not establishment-level activities since opening a new establishment does not require new EIN.

67The BDS dataset covers the universe of employer businesses in the U.S. and provides annual mea-
sures of business dynamics for the economy aggregated by the establishment and firm characteristics. Em-
ployer businesses are identified as start-ups based on their first payroll information by Longitudinal Business
Database.The
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Additionally, I construct the following two-time series:

5. Business formations within the second half of eight quarters (Second 4Q): The num-

ber of employer businesses that take between four and eight weeks to transition into

employer business from the date of the application. I construct the time series as the

difference of BF8Q−BF4Q.

6. Share of late start-ups : a time series that describes the share of the applications

that become employer businesses with one year delay from the date of the application:

Share of late start-ups =
BF8Q−BF4Q

BF8Q

7. Average Duration (in Quarters) from Business Application to Formation from 5 to 8

Quarters: average duration it takes for the group of applications that need to form

business for more than 4 quarters. To re-construct this information using the following

formula:

DUR(second4Q) =
DUR8Q BF8Q−DUR4Q BF4Qt

BF8Q−BF4Q

Summary Statistics The summary statistics of the considered time series are given in

Table 14 and Table 15. Several facts stand out. (1) The average share of the applications

that start business in the second four quarters equals 13.68%. The time series varies from

10.96% to 17.73%; see Table 16. (2) The business applications that form businesses within

the first four quarters do so in the first two quarters. Specifically, it takes, on average, from

five to six months to form an employer business from the date of the application. (3) The

group of the business applications that form employer business with four quarter delay, do

so, on average, in sixth quarters.

Table 14: Summary Statistics for Quarterly Business Formation (Thousands)

Mean St. Deviation Min Max

BF8Q 97.5208 18.1831 80.3434 134.1869
First 4Q 83.4509 17.0360 68.3442 119.4842
Second 4Q 13.0668 1.1480 11.3703 15.2153

Share 0.1368 0.0191 0.1096 0.1773
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Table 15: Summary Statistics for Average Delays (in Quarters)

Mean St. Deviation Min Max

DUR8Q 1.66 0.16 1.39 1.93
DUR4Q 1.66 0.16 1.39 1.93

DUR(second 4Q) 5.46 0.11 5.22 5.78

A.2.2 Comparability of the Publicly Available BFS dataset with the BDS

All firms that show up in the BDS have EINs. Thus, they show up in the BFS dataset before

entry.68 The publicly available part of the BFS dataset allows tracking only the subset of

the employer businesses that applied for the EINs within eight quarters before entry.

Figure 20: BDS and BFS
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Notes. The figure shows the annual total number of employer business start-ups from 2005 to 2016 from
the BDS and from the BFS. The number of employer birth from the BDS is constructed from the number
of employer birth within eight-quarters window.

I compare the information in the BFS dataset to the one provided by the BDS dataset.

Toward that end, I convert the quarterly data from the BFS into yearly time series. I

defined business formation for a year t as the total number of businesses generated from the

cohort of applications applied within the first quarter of year t to the fourth quarter of year

t. The average duration of the business formation within four quarters happen within 1.5

quarters. In that case, the applications from the fourth quarter of year t are going to become

employer business before March 12 and show up in the BDS dataset. Figure 20 shows that

these employer businesses comprise more than 80% of the total start-ups in the BDS.

68There is a small group of employer businesses that get EINs after submitting the first payroll information.
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A.2.3 Discussion

The goal of the empirical section is to identify how the aggregate conditions at entry affect

business formation through the “wait-and-see” channel of the entry decision. To explain

the identification strategy, Figure 21 illustrates the potential links between the Business

Formation Statistics Dataset (BFS), the Business Dynamics Statistics Dataset (BDS), and

potential entrants in the model. I use the diagram to discuss also the relevance of different

parts of the BFS dataset in answering the question.

Figure 21: The potential links between the Business Formation Statistics Dataset (BFS),
the Business Dynamics Statistics Dataset (BDS), and potential entrants in the model.
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Notes. The figure illustrates potential links between the BDS, the BFS datasets, and the potential entrants

that could potentially choose to delay entry. Segment 1: Potential entrants who decide to delay entry and

do not apply for the EIN. Segment 2: Potential entrants who apply for the EIN, decide to delay entry, and

never start a business. Segment 3: The potential entrants that applied for the EIN, decide to delay entry

and come back in the market after a year.

The potential entrants that delay entry could belong to the following three groups. First,

the group of potential entrants that delay entry and also delay applying for the EIN; Second,

the group of potential entrants that apply for the EIN, delay starting a business at least first

eight quarters from the date of the application; Third, the group of potential entrants who

apply for the EINs, delay entry in the first year and start businesses in later years.

Initially, I argue that the first and the second group of entrants can not be identified using

the BFS dataset. On the one hand, potential entrants who choose to delay entry might not

apply for the EIN applications. Thus, they are not included in the BFS dataset. On the

other hand, some part of the EIN applications might not be for employer business start-ups.

In fact, the data about the raw applications is quite noisy about the business formation.

For example, out of the total number of business applications, we see that only 14% be-

come employer businesses within two years from the date of the application. In particular,
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12% become employer businesses in the first four quarters, and an additional 2% become

employer businesses after a year. Even after considering the subset of the applications with

higher rates of employer business births (Business Applications with Planned Wages, Busi-

ness Applications from Corporations, High-propensity Business applications), the transition

rate does not exceed 36%. Bayard et al. (2018) claim that the lower transition rates is due

to the fact that a major share of the business applications ends up becoming non-employer

businesses.

Finally, note that by combining information in the BFS and BDS dataset I can follow the

pre-entry and post-entry decisions made by the third group of entrants. Specifically, I can use

the variation in time it takes for the third group of entrants to become employer businesses

to identify delays in potential entrants entry decisions.

A.2.4 Time Series for the Business Cycle Conditions

Figure 22: The time series of the business cycle indicators
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A.2.5 Robustness: annual data

In this section, I repeat the analyses for the annualized business formation time series. I

construct the following time series: 1. The annual number of applications that form a

business in a year (BF1Y ); The annual number of applications that form businesses within

two years (BF2Y ); The annual number of applications that form businesses after a year

from the date of the applications (BF2Y ); The share of the business applications that form

business after a year in the total number of business applications that form business within

two years (Share);

To be consistent with the BDS dataset, I construct annual data by summing up to BF4Q

and BF8Q from the second quarter of the year t − 1 to the first quarter of the year t . BF1Y
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covers the period 2006−2016, and the time series for BF2Y covers the period 2006−2015.69

Summary statistics for the annual time series is given in Table 16. For comparison, the table

also reports summary statistics for the employer business start-ups from the BDS dataset.

Table 16: Summary statistics for yearly business formation (thousands)

Mean St. Deviation Min Max

Firms (BDS) 491.4534 70.8420 417.2020 610.006
BF in 2 years 376.0336 62.5343 330.7949 505.902
First year 326.2789 59.6975 281.5538 462.239
Second year 51.2315 4.8027 43.6623 59.377

Table 17: Correlations between the cyclical variation in the business application time series
with the business cycle indicators

X / Corr() (Xhp,t, Yhp,t) (Xlin,t, Ylin,t) (∆Xt,∆Yt) (Xhp,t,∆ut)

Panel A BF in 2 years (p val) 0.69 (0.03) 0.75 (0.01) 0.63 (0.07) -0.71 (0.02)

Panel B
First year (p val) 0.78 (0.01) 0.84 (0.00) 0.67 (0.03) -0.83 (0.01)
Second year (p val) 0.94 (0.00) 0.95 (0.00) 0.77 (0.02) -0.98 (0.01)

Panel C Share (p val) -0.83 (0.00) -0.84 (0.00) -0.74 (0.02) 0.70 (0.03)

Cyclicality of the business formation at annual frequency In this section I study

the cycle properties of the annual business formation data. Table 17 reports the results. The

results implies that during the recessionary periods the number of applications that form

business within a year decreases. The subset of the applications that take more than a year

to form a business also decreases if the initial state in the year of entry is recession. On the

other hand, the share of the applications that from business in one year delay increases in

the total number of applications that form businesses in two years. Since we saw that the

variation in the average duration of delays does not exceeds to two month, at least the part

of the countercyclical variation in share supports to the “wait and see” channel of business

formation.

69BF4Q and BF8Q data starts from the year 2004Q4 which means that for the year 2005 only three-
quarters of application data is available (2004Q3 + 2004Q4 + 2005Q1). Since I do not have the complete
number of applications for the year 2005 I had to drop from the analyzes
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B Model Appendix

In Section B.1, I present an extended description of the entry phase that justifies the assump-

tion about the constant mass of potential entrants. In Section B.2, I describe results from a

model that allows the accumulation of potential entrants who delayed entry. In Section B.3,

I present a general equilibrium version of the model.

B.1 Extension: Two-stage Entry Phase

Every period, there is a limited mass of heterogeneous business opportunities that potential

entrants can use to enter the market. These business opportunities are characterized by signal

q. The signal describes the productivity of a business opportunity after it is implemented in

the market. For a given signal q the distribution of the initial period productivity is given by

He(s|q). The higher the signal, the higher the expected first-period productivity of a business

opportunity. The distribution of business opportunities over the signal is time-invariant and

is given by q ∼ W (q).70

Analyzing the Business Formation Statistics dataset shows that, on average, only 14% of

the business applications end up becoming employer start-ups. Using this information, I

extend the entry phase and model an additional stage which decomposes entrants between

aspiring start ups, those that want to start a business and potential entrants that actual

hold business ideas and enter the market.

The entry phase consists of two stages. During the first stage, an infinite mass of individuals

makes decisions about whether to compete or not for the available business opportunities.

Individuals need to pay a fixed cost, cq, to participate in the competition. After which they

are free to direct their search for a particular group of business opportunities characterized

by a signal q. Since there are a limited number of business opportunities within each signal

category, not all aspiring startups receive a signal. During the second stage, those aspiring

startups that receive a signal about business opportunities become potential entrants and

make entry decisions. The signal is persistent over time, which gives a potential entrant the

ability to exercise the business opportunity in the future instead of today. If a potential

entrant with a signal q postpones entry to the next period, the potential entrant gets the

same signal tomorrow with a probability τ ∈ [0, 1]. With a probability (1− τ), the potential

entrant loses the signal and drops out from the pool of potential entrants.

70The distribution is such that the mass of business opportunities with signal q decreases with q.
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In what follows, I describe each phase in detail.

Stage 1. The expected value of attempting to seize a business opportunity with a signal

q equals to

V o(q, z) =
Bt(q)

nt(q)
V e(q, zt)− cq,

where Bt(q) is a mass of available business opportunities with quality q at time t.71 The total

mass of available business opportunities equal to the total number of business opportunities

within each signal category W (q) minus the mass of business opportunities that is held by

the group of potential entrants that delayed entry in the previous periods. nt(q) refers to

a number of aspiring startups competing for the business opportunities with signal q. The

ratio in the equation represents a probability by which an individual receives a signal q and

becomes a potential entrant.72 V e(q, zt) is a value of a potential entrant with signal q at

time t.

If V e(q, zt) < cq individuals do not compete for the business opportunities with signal q. A

positive mass of individuals decide to pay fixed cost cq and compete for a business opportunity

with signal q if V e(q, zt) > cq. Due to the free entry the number of individuals nt(q) competing

for each signal q is such that
Bt(q)

nt(q)
V o(q, zt) = cq.

Denote qt a signal at time t that satisfies V e(qt, zt) = cq. Since the value of entry increases

with a signal level, aspiring startups choose to compete for the business opportunities with

signal level q > qt. The total number of individuals attempting to get the business opportu-

nities equals to

Nt,aspiring startups =

∫
qt

nt(q)dq.

Note that while qt is weakly countercyclical (the higher the aggregate demand level, the

higher the expected value of entry for all q), the variation of Nt,aspiring startups over the cycles

depends available business opportunities at time t that is determined by the states in the

past period.

Stage 2. Stage 2, in which potential entrants make entry decisions, follows the same process

as described in the 3.1.1.

71 0 < Bt(q) < W (q)

72 0 ≤ Bt(q)

nt(q)
≤ 1.
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Parametrization of the entry phase To parametrize the entry phase I use information

from the newly developed Business Formation Statistics dataset that collects information

about business applications and formation. Business application data is based on appli-

cations for Employer Identification Number (EINs) filed in the United States. From the

business applications only around 12% transitions into employer businesses within the first

year, and 14% in the second year from the date of the application.

In the entry phase described above the number of applications can be considered as the

number of aspiring start ups. I choose cq, the fixed cost that individuals need to pay to

become aspiring start ups, so that the share of the actual entrants in the total number of

aspiring start-ups is 13%. The value corresponds to cq = 0.022.

The data also indicates that only additional 2% of the applications transitions into employer

businesses in the following year. In terms of the model setup the fact implies that B(q) is

close to W (q); only few potential entrants that decide to delay entry enters the market next

period. The ability to delay entry is an option for a potential entrant and does not require

the potential entrant to enter the market in the future; Explaining the reasons behind what

makes potential entrants actually come back or not come back in the market after delaying

entry is beyond the scope of this paper and is left for the future research.

Note that the entry phase also can be used to reconcile the low transition rates from the

business applications to employer businesses observed in the BFS data. In particular, the

framework differentiates aspiring start-ups, those who wants to start business and actually

applies for the EIN, from the potential entrants, those that actually hold business ideas and

make entry decisions. According to the model the restricted number of actual business ideas

does not allow most of the aspiring start-ups to enter the market.

Interestingly, the simple modification of entry phase developed in Lee and Mukoyama (2008)

could also address an additional challenge faced by the firm dynamics models developed

in general equilibrium: the pro-cyclical variation in the wages and the free entry condition

mitigate the effect of the aggregate conditions on the selection of entrants. However, in the set

up above, allowing aspiring start ups to compete in a specific signal categories endogenously

restricts entry margin to have an effect on aggregate prices. The business cycle variation in

the willingness to start a business is absorbed at the free entry stage due to changes in the

probability of becoming a potential entrant.

To conclude, the restriction on the number of available business opportunities implies that
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the aggregate distribution of potential entrants are constant over time, and accumulation of

the entrants happens at aspiring start up level.

B.2 Accumulation of Potential Entrants

In this section, I relax the assumption that keeps the aggregate distribution of potential

entrants constant in the baseline model. I investigate how the accumulation of potential

entrants, that decide to delay entry, modifies entrants’ characteristics over the cycles and

affects the dynamics of aggregate variables. I find that cohorts that enter during different

aggregate economic conditions have significantly and persistently different characteristics,

even after allowing the accumulation of potential entrants over time.

Figure 23: New potential entrants, W (q)
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Figure 24: Threshold signal
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In the baseline model, in every period, the distribution of new potential entrants, which make

entry decisions for the first time, is equal to the distribution of potential entrants entering

the market in the previous period. The assumption ensures that the number of potential

entrants is constant over time. The aggregate distribution of potential entrants over the

signal is time-invariant and is given by W (q). In this section, I relax the assumption in the

following way. At the beginning of every period, a constant mass of new potential entrants

is born and make entry decisions. The distribution of new potential entrants over the signal

is given by W (q), see Figure 23. In addition to the new potential entrants, the aggregate

distribution of potential entrants consists of old potential entrants. Old potential entrants

who chose to delay entry in the previous periods, while their expected value of being an

incumbent was more than zero.73 Figure 24 displays the threshold signal, q∗τ (z) for each

73Consistent to the baseline model I keep τ = 1, which means that potential entrants that delay entry can
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Figure 25: Entrant firms
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aggregate state when τ = 0 (blue-dashed line) and τ = 1 (solid red line). For given z,

potential entrants that decide to delay entry hold signals in between [q∗τ=0(z) q∗τ=1(z)].

The distribution of old potential entrants evolves endogenously and depends on the real-

ization of the aggregate states in the previous periods. Denote the mass of old potential

entrants with signal q at the beginning of period t with Λold entrants
t (q).

Λold entrants
t−1 (q) =

t∑
k=0

W (q) 1 {q∗τ=0(zk) ≤ q < q∗τ=1(zk)}+ Λold entrants
0 (q),

where Λold entrants
0 (q) denote the distribution of old potential entrants at time 0.

Then, the total mass of potential entrants with signal q at the beginning of period t, Ψt(q)

is given by

Ψt(q) = W (q) + Λold entrants
t (q).

Figure 25 compares the dynamics of the entrants in the baseline model to a model that allows

the accumulation of potential entrants. Note that when the aggregate demand decreases from

zt−1 to zt Then, the distribution/number of entrants in the baseline model and the model

with signal accumulation coincide. If potential entrants delayed entry when the aggregate

state was zt−1, nobody from these old potential entrants is going to enter in an aggregate

state z′t (< zt−1). As a result, selecting potential entrants at entry happens only from the

distribution of new potential entrants, like in the baseline model. However, if the aggregate

keep the signal forever.
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Figure 26: Average productivity
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Figure 27: Average survival rate
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Figure 28: Cohort-level employment
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demand level increases from period t − 1 to period t in addition to new potential entrants,

some of the old potential entrants also decide to enter the market, resulting in a higher

number of entrants to the model with signal accumulation compared to the baseline model.

It turns out that the increase in the number of entrants during expansions outweighs the

increase in the number of entrants during recessions, and extending the baseline model to

account for the accumulation of potential entrants increase procyclical variation in the entry

rate. Moreover, the differences in cohorts’ characteristics that start operating during different

aggregate economic conditions increase after allowing potential entrants to accumulate. The

latter feature modifies the distribution of the entrants over the cycles in the following way.

During recessions, defined as periods when log(z) < 0, potential entrants that decide to start

a business hold lower signals on average compared to the baseline scenario. Consequently,

as shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27 the average productivity and the average survival rates
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of the cohorts that enter the market during recessions decrease compared to the baseline

scenario. The accumulated groups of old potential entrants, on average, hold less productive

signals, and most of them end up low-productivity firms after entering the market.

Consequently, average productivity and survival rate decreases significantly during expan-

sionary periods compared to the baseline scenario. Altogether, the extension produces coun-

tercyclical average productivity and survival rates. Moreover, compared to the baseline

model, the differences between the cohorts’ post-entry characteristics that start operating at

different aggregate conditions increases.

Allowing accumulation of potential entrants over time increases recessionary as well as ex-

pansionary cohorts employment compared to the baseline model. However, since the number

of entrants significantly increases during expansionary periods the difference between reces-

sionary and expansionary cohorts employment increases compared to the baseline scenario.

B.3 General Equilibrium Framework

In this section I extend the model to the general equilibrium framework. Note that, the

model presented in the main body of the paper is a reduced form of a general equilibrium

model with infinitely elastic labor supply χ(Lt) = ψLt and where the demand of aggregate

consumption basket is given by Pt = Cρ
t .

B.3.1 Set up

B.3.2 Consumers

The economy is populated by a unit mass of atomistic, identical households. At time t, the

household consumes the basket of goods Ct, defined over a continuum of goods Ω. At any

given time t, the only subset of goods Ωt ⊂ Ω is available. Let pt(ω) denote the nominal

price of a good ω ∈ Ωt.

First layer maximization:

max
(Ct,Lt,(ct(ω))ω∈Ωt

)
∞
t=0

E0

[
∞∑
t=0

βtC
1−σ
t − 1

1− σ
− χ(Lt)

]
,

such that

PtCt = PtwtLt +Πt.
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Second layer maximization:

max
(ct(ω))ω∈Ωt

Ct =

 ∫
ω∈Ωt

(αzt)
1
ρ bt(ω)

γ
ρ ct(ω)

ρ−1
ρ dω


ρ

ρ−1

,

such that ∫
ω∈Ωt

pt(ω)ct(ω)dω ≤ PtCt.

B.3.3 The Mutual Fund

The household owns shares in the mutual fund. The mutual fund consists of the heteroge-

neous of incumbent firms and new entrants. The mutual fund collects profits from all active

firms at the end of the period and allocates dividends to households based on their shares.

Description of the incumbent firms and potential entrants are similar to the baseline model.

Except, I modify parts of the value functions to include aggregate prices and stochastic

discount factor. The timing is shortly summarized below.

Incumbent Firms Incumbent firms are distributed over consumer capital (b) and pro-

ductivity (s). The distribution given by Ωt(s, b). At time t, for given aggregate demand level

z, an incumbent firm characterized by (s, b) takes solves the following functional equation,

while taking as given real wage w and the aggregate price index P .

V I(b, s, z) = max
y,p,b

py − Pwn+

∫
max

{
0,−Pcf + β̃(1− γ)E[V I(b′, s′, z′)|s, z]

}
dG(f),

s.t.

yst = stnt;

ydt = αztb
η
t

(
pt
Pt

)−ρ

Yt;

bt+1 = (1− δ) ( bt + ytpt ) ;

cf ∼ G(f), cf is in consumption units:;

log(sit) = ρslog(sit−1) + σsεit;

log(zt) = ρzlog(zt−1) + σzϵt.
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Potential Entrants Potential entrants are endowed with signal, q that characterize their

initial productivity. At any t, density of potential entrants over q is constant and is given

by W (q). To enter into the market the potential entrant needs to pay fixed entry cost

in consumption units ce (value Ptce). Upon entry the potential entrant observes actual

idiosyncratic productivity (s), receives fixed initial capital stock (b0) and behaves like an

incumbent with (b0, s).

At time t, for the given aggregate demand level z, aggregate price P and real wage w potential

entrants solve the following problem:

V e(b0, q, z) = max

τ β̃E[V e(b0, q, z
′)|z], −Pce +

∫
s

V I(b0, s, z)dHe(s|q)

 .

The Value of the Mutual Fund The value of mutual fund, Λt at the beginning of time

t, after entry and exit has occurred:

Λt =

∫
s

∫
b

V (s, b, z)Ω(b, s, z)dsdb+

∞∫
q∗

∫
s

V (bo, s, z)H(s|q)W (q)dq.

Denote Ne,t be the number of entrants in period t, than: Ne,t =
∞∫
q∗

W (q)dq. At the end of

the period value of mutual fund is

Λ′
t = Π−Ne,tce + (Λt − Π).

Let xt ∈ [0, 1] was the share household decides to hold of the mutual fund in period t. Then,

household budget constraint will be

Λtxt + Ct ≤ [Π−Ne,tce + (Λt − Π)]xt + LtPtwt.

The optimal solution implies that if Λt ≥ 0 then xt = 1. The latter reduces HH budget

constraint to

PtCt + PtNece = PtwtLt +Πt.
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B.3.4 Discussion

In general equilibrium, both wages and the stochastic discount factor become procyclical

(Hong (2018)). The procyclical discount factor makes delay favorable, since potential en-

trants give more weight to high aggregate demand conditions. The procyclical variation in

wages makes delay less favorable during recessionary periods. However, the option value of

delay is always non-negative due to entrants’ ability to get an outside option by not entering

the market. As a result, for any initial aggregate states the threshold value of the entry is

weakly higher in the model with persistent signal compared to the models without persistent

signals.
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